D.

Auctioneer,

MA1NR.

Term· Moderate.
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Attorney at Law,

Norway,

Better

Cattle.

We note an unusual activity amonf
stockmen throughout the state in th< I
L. BUCK.
1
V.
purchase of pure-bred bulls of tbeii
favorite breed for the improvement ol
Surgeon Dentist,
their herds. This is proof that an in
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS.
creasing interest is abroad among oui
AU my be»t work warrante··.
farmers in the improvement of theii
cattle. The introduction of better sire:
H. P. JONKS,
is'he right course to take in order tc
reach the better results desired. Manj
Dentist,
times the owners of small herds havt
MAINE.
felt they could scarcely afford the out
NORWAY,
lay for a pure-bred bull for use in a
« »tJf· e Hour»—Κ to l'J— 1 to 4.
small herd, however much the mort
were
desirable animals
appreciated,
r. SMITH,
Realizing that with small farmers this
view of the matter has something in ite
Attorney at Law,
support, yet experience has proved thai
MAINE.
NORWAY,
is hardly sound in its application.
Collections a Specialty. it
Home Block.
Good bulls of any of the desirable
breeds, of a quality capable of improvλ PARK.
ing the offspring of any common herd
of cattle, rightly managed, can be se
Attorney· at Law,
cured for use at a tiual cost that any
MAINE.
BETHEL,
Bulls of good
owner can easily bear.
Park·
C.
Ellery
A Mlaon E. Herrlck.
breeding, of any of the desirable breeds,
and of a standard of merit that will
HARLOW,
improve the value of any of the comfound among farmers, can
mon herds
at
Law,
Attorney
be purchased while young at prices
MAINE.
ΙΠ X FIELD,
scarcely more than the animal will sell
for after having served his terra of useRIGHT A WHEELER.
fulness in the herd. This affords the
service of a superior bull in the herd
the cost of his keep,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, for substantiallyuse
and brings his
easily within the
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
reach of any farmer desiring to improve
Wheeler.
C.
Alton
Jame· S. Wright.
his herd.
In order for an animal to be profitable
to its owner, aud therefore valuable, it
&
J. h.
is bv no means necessary that it be pureCIVIL tNUINKERS AND SURVEYORS.
bred. High grade animals, for ordinary
35 High Street, South Parle. Maine.
farm purposes, are quite as desirable as
if pure-bred. Every farmer knows there
Map· and Plans made to order.
individuals in almost everyMap* of the tlmberlandt» ami pocket map· of aie superior
sale.
each countv for
herd. At the same time, in breedgrade
(Publisher* of the Atlae of Maine.)
ing if the standard of merit of these
superior individual animals is to be kept
up or improved it is absolutely imperative that pure-bred sires be used.
Iu judging grade herds at fairs we
have been surprised at the absence of
Me.
Main
St.,
Norway,
14
uniformity among individuals making
up the herd. This seems to apply whatever breed the foundation of the grade
This all comes from careless,
may be.
or what is worse, indifferent breeding,
tirade herds are certainly kept for a
purpose. There can be do good reason
why that use should not be apparent in
the several individuals making up the
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cloud of dust lliat not only enveloped
tlie onrush Ing line, but rolled before it
Nor could Pasha heur unythlng save
the thunderous thud of many feet
Even the shrieking of the Bbella was
drowned. But for the restraining bit
Pasha would have leaped forward and
cleared the line. Never had he been
so stirred. The inherited memory of
countless desert raids mad· by hla
Arab ancestors was doing Its work.

Young Colt.
OVERFEEDING

WITH

CISC.

Me.

Telephone Connection·.

DANGER

a

THE HIQHT SORT OF FOOD AMD EX KB

CorreeiKjmk nce on practical agricultural topic
Address all communication· Id
U solicited.
tended for this department to Hshbt D
Hakmono, Agricultural Kdttor Oxford Dem
ocrat, Parla. Me.

P. BARN S3,

Ryeraon Block,

Rearing

AMONG THE FARMERS.

PARK,

SOUTH PARIS.

Lead herd.

The breeder of grade animals should
and Iron.
his
breeding.
have a
purpose in
Whether the foundation be Holstein,
134-11.
TtUphoa*
Jersey or Shorthorn, in order for the
breeding to reach a common purpose,
PARKER'S
it should be continued along the same
HAIR BALSAM
line. Instead of using a Holstein sire
hair.
the
Clftnid ami beautifies
I
one year, and then on that offspring
Promotes a luxuriant ftuwth.
Ncm Fails to Bostoro Qr^y I
perhaps a Jersey, the breeding should
Hair to its Youthful Color.
That is, when a
be continued "in line."
Cure· te a. ρ diaaaara ft hair taiiiaf.
Propi*»
y^sndlLWt
pure-bred Holstein sire is used, the resulting grade heifers should be coupled
TKACHEB*
with another select bull of the same
breed and thus continued through sucWe want al ik®
The
breeding
cessive
generations.
gramui ir. an'l high *-nuo
would then have a purpose, and each
""1
the
nearer
be
would
object
generation
in view. Three generations bred in this
continuous "line" for all practical purand
poses will be equal to the pure-bred,
J.
While
will be like thorn in all respects.
such animals would be grades, according
to the rules of the herd books, the purpose of the breeding would be clearly
manifest and a close measure of uniMASON 10 BLOCK,
formity of appearance would be reached.
There is far too little attention to the
NORWAY.
Connection.
Γelephon·
laws of breeding given hv the breeders
of grade cattle.—Maine Farmer.
HOLLISTCRS
What Experience Taught One Man.

primary,

A. P. R., Temple, Ν. H.: I want tc
auk you a question about colli. Is there
danger of forcing their growth toe
much? My reasons for asking are these:
I have a colt one year old last August
For what seemed a long time this conLast winter I fed him, as you recently
tinued, and then in the midst of the
advised, separator milk night and morn·
blind and frenzied race there loomed
ing, ground oats and bran at noon. He
out of the thick air, as if it had apmade a good growth and kept in good
proportion; that is, both ends grew at
peared by magic, the opposing line.
[continued. J
the same time. Now, I have been warnPasha caught a glimpse of something
ed by horsemen not to force him, as
which seemed like a heaving wall of
ai
terror
stricken,
was
he
more
No
they say he will make size at the exheads and of foam whitened
be bad been on bis first day In tin tossing
pense of quality. I would like to feed
necks and shoulders. Here and there
him the same this winter, only more cavalry, at hearing behind him tlx
nostrils and
milk and grain, but I don't want to raise thunder of many hoofs. Having οη<·« gleamed red, distended
eleven or twelve hundred pounds of become used to the noise, he was evei straining eyes. Bending above was anhorseflesh and only have nine or ten thrilled by the swinging meter of It other wall, a wall of dusty blue coats,
faces and of dust powdered
hundred pounds of horse. I want to
A kind of wild harmony was In it of grim
thank you for past favors and for anthreatwhich made one forget ev hats. Bristling above all was a
something
swering the other fellow in a way that
crest of waving blades.
ening
Pashf
times
such
At
else.
erything
also helps me.
What would happen when the lines
wine
I will answer, no; at least one hundred longed to break Into his long,
met? Almost before the query w
lack
splitting lope, but bo learned that 1»
colts are stunted and blemished by
there came the answer. Wl'
of growing food where one is injured by must leave the others no more than ι thought
an earth Jarring crash they came tooverfeeding. The colt is like a boy, and pace or two behind, although he coulc
gether. The lines wavered back from
needs to be reared as far as growth ia have easily outdistanced them all.
the shock of impact and then the whole
concerned about on the same line. Oive
Also, Pasha learned to stand nudei
to Pasha to center
a boy all the bread and milk he wants
Are. No more did he dance at the cracl struggle appeared
and oatmeal and beefsteak, with apples
about him. Of course this was not
or the zlpp-zlpp of bullets
carbines
of
to gnaw at will, and turn him out to
was a fact that the most con
lie could even hold his ground whei But It
play. Who ever heard of a boy well
splcuous figure in either line had be <
over him. al
born being injured by his diet? But shut shells went screaming
that of the cream white charger in tl >
him up in the house and baby him; tell though this was hardest of all to bear
the Black Horse reuBut ail this experience could not pre very center of
biiu he will catch cold if he goes out;
nion t.
wrap his throat up in flannels every time pare him for the happenings of that
For one confused moment Pasha
the wind changes; try to amuse him by never to be forgotten day In June
reading stories of a good little boy that There had been a period full of hard heard about his ears the whistle and
died with the whooping cough and went
of
riding and ending with a long halt clash of saliers, the spiteful crackle
to heaven to see his cousin who died
and
For several days hay aud oats wen email arms, the snorting of horses
won't
we
and
from eating mince pie,
the cries of men. For an instant he
I
have much of a boy.
Now, that is
was wedged tightly In the frenzied
business.
colt
is
of
the
about what there
mass, ηffil then by one desperate leap,
to
eat
is
nature
The boy's
growing food,
such as he had learned on the hunting
and then to vitalize it. He needs to
licld, he shook himself clear.
romp and play, and so does the colt.
Feed tho boy, even on good growing
Not until some minutes later did
diet, and shut him up and lie soon pines,
Pasha notice that the stirrups were
and just so with the colt. It is just that
dandling empty and that the bridle
kind of practice indulged in which
rein hung loose 011 his neck. Then he
makes those old dyed-in-the-wool, mulletknew that at last he was free from
headed horsemen tell you that you
At the same time he
Mars Clayton.
would force the colt too fast. One
felt himself seized by an overpowering
might just as well say that a tree or
dread. While conscious of a guiding
plant needed stunting.
hand on the reins Pasha had abandonI will admit many a colt has been ruined by being fed all the oats, wheat bran,
ed himself to the fierce joy of the
skim milk and hay it would eat, and
But uow, finding himself
charge.
theu for fear it would hurt itself kept
riderless in the midst of a horrid din,
in some dark pen or tied up by the head
lie knew not what to do or which way
on a plank floor or any other hard floor.
to turn. Ilis only impulse was to esGive the growing colt all the growing
But where?
Lifting high his
cape.
the
all
food it needs to keep it growing
with terror, he
aud
head
snorting
fine
with
to
run
in,
time, and a field or yard
rushed about, first this way and then
a warm shed to go in and a good bed to
lie on, and you can't force him beyond
that, frantically seeking a way out of
what it is his nature to be. You will
this fog filled field of dreadful pandehave two-year-olds that are more horse
Now he swerved in his
monium.
than most three-year-olds. The best
course to avoid a charging squad, now
horses, like the best men, are those who
he was turned aside by prone objects
I don't
were well fed on growing food.
at sight of which he snorted fearfully.
Almean fattening food and mince pie.
Although the liludcs still rang and the
most every day I see colts that are
carbines still spoke, there were no
blemished by ringbones, epavins and
more to be seen either liues or order.
bursal enlargements by reason of lack
of growing food. It is plenty of grow- Kctirer mut nearer they rode to the pluce Here and there in the dust clouds scuruhcrc the yiui* were f/rowllny.
ried horses, some with riders and some
ing food and exercise that is astonishing
the world to-day with its two-year-olds brought with some regularity. Pasha without, by twos, by fours or in squads
the race track.—Cor. in Tribune was even
«m
provided with au apology for of twenty or more. The sound of
Parmer.
It was made by leaning two shooti.ig and slashing and shouting
* stall.
rails agiinst a fence. Some hay was filled the air.
Germany's Meat Famine.
To Pasha It seemed an eternity that
thrown between the rails. This was a
The roports of a few days ago of the
substitute for the roomy box
Uu 11UU DWU U'iUlUg UUUUL U1C uuu
increasing use of horse meat and dog eorry
straw which
when Le shied at the ligure of a man
meat for food in Germany give point to stall tilled with clean
Pasha was
the demand which is now being vigor- Pasha always had at Gray Oaks, but sitting uu the ground.
ously pressed for such relaxation of It was as good as any provided for the about to wheel and dash away when
Surely the
the prohibition against the importation Black Horse cavalry.
the man called to him.
of meats and livestock as will enable
And how i.iauy. many horses there tones were familiar. With wide open,
the people to secure proper animal food were! As fur as Pasha could see in
tsuiliing nostrils and trembling knees.
It is urged that
at reasonable prices.
the
either direction the Uue extended. Nev- Pasha stopped and looked hard at
an
indusas Germany is distinctively
man 011 the ground.
er before had he seen so many horses
her
to
her
it
behooves
trial country
give
"Pasha! Pasha!" the man called
And men! The fields and
people the best possible food in order to et one time.
sounded like that
maintain them at the highest standard woods were full of them—some in weakly. The voice
of physical efficiency, and that a veg- ! browu butternut, some in homespun of Mr. Dave.
etable diet, or one including only a small i gray, and many in clothes having no
"Come, boy! Come, boy!" said the
modicum of hprse meat, dog meat or : uniformity of color at all. Mars Clay· man in a coaxing tone, which recalled
very poor beef, will not assure that end. ton was dressed better than most, to Pasha the lessons he had learned at
The grounds upon which importations
for on his butternut coat were shiny Gray Oaks years before. Still Pasha
of cattle or meat are prohibited are
shoulder
straps, and It was closed with sniffed and hesitated.
it
is
that
One
be
invalid.
to
shown
"Come here, Pasha, old fellow. For
would be impossible to discriminate j shiny buttons. Pasha took little pride
He knew his muster for a God's eake, come here!"
between healthy and diseased cattle, and in this.
There was no resisting this appeal.
that importations of livestock would cruel and heartless rider uud for nothcause German herds to be infected with
more.
step Pasha went nearer. He

j

WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

Ho:'.y MountainforTea Nuggeis

In a recent issue of the New England
A C-iy Mevlioiae
Busy PtopU.
Fanner was an article treating upon
Renewed
and
Health
Vigor.
Cj.Jou
Brnjs
farmers buying instead uf raising their
A srxvlflc for Conûtipation. ludigeûtiou. Live
ami Κί·1 h·-ν Troubles. I'iiiiplf*. Eczema, Impure cows; my experience bag been exactly
Ul'Hxl. Ha ( ISreath. Sluus'sli llowels, Η'·Λι luetic
opposite the writer's advice.
ud hcktclw. It'· Κ •■•lev Mountain Tea in taliA few years ago I had a young man
Uenuine mude by
l-t form, a." cvnts u box.
to work fur me who wanted to buy a
Uou.-sticii Uri·'» Company, Madison, Wis.
hook. I
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE farm and start on hie own
went with him to see a farm that was
for sale. The old gentleman who owned
it had lived a good many years on the
farm and had been prosperous. He told
the young man that he always raised
his heifer calves and that quite often he
bad a good new milk cow to sell, and
the young heifers coming along took the
cow sold, and he considered
Kur sixteen yearn 1 have fit tel glaete· to <Ι«· place of the
the greatest sources of profit.
fictive eyes au«l nothing elec-Ui α makes nie a it one of
I happened to have a good cow myspecialist. If your eve· trouble you In auv way,
I inquired of
to sell this summer.
ami If you want expert a<lvlc« In reganl to the self
one of my neighbors who always kept
who
U
a
who
come
to
the
man
specialist,
same,
if he would not like to buy
doe· one thing only. No charge for eye examin- good cows
it. He a*»ked me my price; I told him
ation· or coneu'tation.
$100. He said he did not doubt but the
cow was worth it, for it was just his
kind of a cow, but he said: "I always
Kye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.
raise my heifer calves and most always
have a cow to seil when a man wants
one.
1 intend to sell cows instead of
buying them, and raise my calves to take
their places, and my male calves 1 fat
for veal." This man is oue of the most
he
prosperous farmers in this viciuity;
In all lu «ta*·· there JL!£n*w%
keeps a pure-bred Holstein bull and'althe
sh»uU b« cleau.>ue»·.
ways his neighbors have the use of
animal fur ">0 cents per cow; so it is not
Elj's Cream Bal in
necessary for every farmer to keep one,
c eaiisee, soothes and hove
as the writer seems to imply.
the tLseaacd membrai.e.
It cure· catarrh and drivi*
I presume that he is a breeder, as hie
«« ay * Cold iu the bead
article seems to favor the breeders1
quickly.
standpoint, and it reminds me of the
Cream Balm is placed Into the aoetrila, spreads saying I have heard repeated a great
orer the membrane tuid is si*orbed. Belief la immany times, credited to Abraham Linmediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—doe·
coln: You can fool all the people some
u»t produce sneealng. Large Sit·, 50 esnts at Drug- of the time, some of the people all the
nail.
g.it» or by mail; Trial Slxe, 10 cent· by
time, but you cau't fool all the people
JCLY BKOTHJCHS, M Wanes Street. Hew York.
all the time.—Cor. in New England
Farmer.

j

ing

But practical experiOne day there was a great parade,
ments on the borders of Silesia have
when Pasha was carefully groomed
demonstrated that effective discriminafor the llrst time In months. There
tion is not only possible and practicable,
bands playing and flags flying.
were
but quite easy. Another argument of
of his 111 treatment
the excluBionist9 has been that importa- Pasha, forgetful
tions of meat would not lessen the cost and prancing proudly at the head of a
But it is pointed out that i sijuadron of coal black horses, passed
to Germany.
while good beef is selling at 13 cents a In review before a big bearded man
pound iu France and 10 cents in Nor- wearing a slouch hat fantastically decway, a much poorer quality costs 20 I. orated with long plumes and slttiug a
cents in Germany.
Again, while live great black horse in the midst of a litoxen sell for 15 1-4 cents a pound in Lontle knot of ollicers.
don, they sell for 22 1-4 cents in Berlin;
Early the next morning Pasha was
whence it is logically deduced that
either importations would reduce the awukened by the distnut μ row! of
price in Germany to figures at which heavy guns. By daylight he was on
people could afford generally to buy and the move, thousands of other horses
eat meat of good quality, or they would with him.
Nearer and nearer they
not affect the price, and, therefore, rode to the
place where the guns were
would not lessen the profits of the Gergrowling. Sometimes they were on
man cattle raisers.
sometimes they crossed fields,
The fact is, Germany is in the unfor- roads,
into the woods
tunate
position of a great country and again they plunged struck one's
which is not sufficient unto itself. It where the low branches
At
cannot, or, at any rate, does not, pro- eyes and scratched one's flanks.
duce enough food to supply the wants last they broke clear of the trees to
of its own people. For a long time come suddenly upon such a scene as
protective laws have given the agrariane Pasha had never before witnessed.
an ample opportunity to increase the
Far across the open lield he could
productive power of the country to an see troop on troop of horses coming
equality with the demands of the people, toward him. They seemed to be pourbut they have failed to do so, and the
as If
conviction is beginning to prevail that ing over the crest of a low hill,
they cannot do so, and that Germany driven onward by some unseen force
must permanently depend upon other behind. Instantly Pasha heard, rising
lands for a portion of her food supply. from the throats of thousands of ridIn that case, it would seem to be poor ers, on either side and behind him,
policy to maintain prohibitory laws that fierce, wild yell which he had
against the necessaries of life. There is come to know meant the approach of
reason to think the imperial governtrouble.
November Orchard Talk.
High aud shrill and menacment is now beginning to take this view,
was taken up and restand
trees
straight
See that young
since the "Cologne Gazette," which so ing it rang as It
<£«rctul ScrXaicc
and stiff. Bank earth around them to a frequently reflects official opinions, is peated by those lu the rear. Next the
height of seven or eight inches. Don't taking the lead in demanding importa- bugles began to souud, and In quick
Is characteristic of our examinaleave any holes near the trees in which tions of cattle and meat and in pointing obedience the horses formed in line
tions. Our tests are unerring and
water will collect.
ont the folly of the present system.— Just on the edge of the woods, η line
your Eyes are always safe in our
Trash and litter harbor mice; clear il Tribune Farmer.
which stretched and stretched on eicare.
away from around your trees.
ther flank until oue could hardly see
Examine trees for borers if you havf
The United States has advanced to where it euded.
not already done su. Cylinders of fine I
it
is
a high position among nations and
From tlte distant line came no anwire screening rolled around trunks oi
not unnatural that she should have
swering cry, but Pasha could hear the
trees, but not touching them, and held raised her standards of living, thinking,
Let Us Show You How
and be could see the
in place by the eoil, will prevent mic«
We Can Make You Look.
working and producing accordingly. bugles blowing
and rabbits from gnawing the bark.
fronts mussing. Then came the order to
of
the
reas
the
New
nursery
England,
Δ good bearing apple tree or twi
We can relieve that «quint, take
public, can not properly fall behind in charge at a gallop. This set Pasha to
should give you enough cider to last
of progress. New England tugging eagerly ut the bit, but for what
headmarch
the
overcome
those
frowns,
away
through the winter. Now is the besl furmers must be capable, alert, pro- reason he did not know. lie knew only
nerve
ache· and relieve much
to have it made. Use the windfalls
time
gressive, and businesslike, and they that he was part of a great aud solid
strain, which if left uncorrected
Three gallons of juice can be squeezed must
wilt cause irreparable harm.
produce high grade goods to meet line of men and horses sweeping furilasi
from a bushel of apples. Λ barrel
the demands of the times. Otherwise
From the wee ohild to the gray
with
cider
for
ously across a lield toward that other
used for liquors is ready
must fail.
haired sire we offer this careful
An old cider barre I they
line which he bad seen pouring over
out washing out
to
make
afford
We
can't
service.
Drain it out ant
the hill crest.
should be sweetened.
writes to a contera
"A
mistakes.
Dairyman"
rinse with plenty of cold water. Rol
He could scarcely see at all now.
porary urging milk producers, now that
the barrel until the bunghole is close t<
fair prioes is on, to hold The thousands of hoofs had raised a
for
the
EACH PAIR FITTED SELLS OTHERS
fight
the ground. Place a heap of flowers ο
back a little on their output instead of
sulphur on the end of a flat stick abou , making the mistake of taking on more
two inches wide and a foot long. Igniti
milch cows. He advises them to raise
the sulphur and insert it in the barrel
some good veal or beef this winter inresting the other end of the stick on thi >
stead of depending entirely upon milk
S.
ground When tie sulphur is burnt oB for a living. Let milk producers hold
barrel
the
the
stick
and
rinse
withdraw
South Paris.
firmly together in a judicious stand foi
Pleasant Street,
—Cor. in Tribune Farmer.
There must be perfect
a
a just victory.
understanding and harmony in the
'
The record of this year's agriculture
effort to ensure success.
fairs is one that show· both that th< >
eithe
H. M. Tucker of Mechanic Fallu, Me.,
agricultural fair is not declining
in interest or educational value, an< 1 writes aa follows to the Jersey Bulletin
th
>
that agriculture itself—especially
I bave just returned from a four weeks
Wood the com- livestock branch of it—is steadily ad exhibition trip with 20 head of the
All kinds of
solicited, vancing in a healthful growth and in Morey Farm Jerseys and have brought
year.
sure
tellectual development. The natnr 1 borne 81 prize ribbons, 20 of that num· core.
H D. COLE,
.-fit
and high standard of the achievement 1 b)r being firsts. Considering the fact » It
Pond, Me.
ΠίΚΜ κ.ΛΛΡΜηΛΙΠΙΙΛ
wh
of New England farmers as shown a 1 that the Morey Farm herd is only thm 1 aivv««ww
v«a|ra·
the many big fairs this fall are sneh a ? years old, and also that we showec I
April t ?th. ιοος.
mmJ
Mm«I
betoken real progress. We may wel 1 against one of the largest and bee
Catarriata,
take courage and confidence for ou r herds in New England at every fair bu ; ar· qidcUy raiava< ky
1
wbéco «nay wnirnmanrm ana awionil
future.
one, we think we have reason to fee

all sorts of ills.

Specialist

Specialist

OR. PARMENTER
Nasal

GATARRH

[

I
I

RICHARDS,

Catarrh

constitutional disease
originating in impure blood
and requiring constitutional
treatment acting through

b
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An experienced man to buncl:
dowels. Must be of good habits anc
give good reference.
J. A. KENNEY,
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Experiments extending through

sev

eral years at the Vermont station ar »
favorable to late digging of potatoe ι
where the rot is feared, except on heavy
wet eoil in a «et season.

encouraged.

Recent estimates of sheep in thre<
western states are—Montana, 5,103,600

Wyoming, 3,219,575; Idaho, 2,040,270
total, 11,269,505.
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Step by
continued to tremble, for this man on
the ground, although his voice was that
of Mr. Dave, luoked much different
from the one who had taught him
tricks. Besides, there was about him

the scent of fresh blood. Pasha could
see the stain of it on his blue trousers.
"Come, boy. Come, Pasha," Insisted
the man 011 the ground, holding out an
encouraging hand. Slowly Pasha obeyed until he could sniff the man's lin-

Another step and the man was
smoothing his nose, still speaking gently and coaxlngly In a faint voice. In
the end Pasha was assured that the
man was really the Mr. Dave of old,
and glad enough Pasha was to know
gers.

it

"Now, Pasha." said Mr. Dave, "we'll
see if you've forgotten your tricks, and
may the good Lord grant you haven't.
Down, sir! Kneel, Pasha, kneel!"
It had been a long time since Pasha
had been asked to do this, a very long
time; but here was Mr. Dave asking
him in just the same tone as of old
and in just the same way. So Pasha,
forgetting his terror under the soothing
spell of Mr. Dave's voice, forgetting
the fearful sights and sounds about
him, remembering only that here was
the Mr. Dave whom he loved, asking
him to do bis old trick—well, Pasha
knelt

"Easy now, boy; steady!" Pasha
beard him say. Mr. Dave was now
dragging himself along the ground to
Pasha's side.
"Steady now, Pasha;
steady, boy!" He felt Mr. Dave's baud
on the pommel. "So-o-o, boy; so-o-o-o!"
Slowly, oh, so slowly, be felt Mr. Dave
crawling Into the saddle, and although
Pasha's knees ached from the unfamiliar strain he stirred not a muscle until

he got the command, "Up, Pasha, up!"
Then, with a trusted hand on the
bridle rein, Pasha joyfully bounded
away through the fog until the battlefield was left behind. Of the long ride
that ensued only Pasha knows, for Mr.
Dave kept his seat In the saddle more
by force of muscular habit than anything else. Λ man who has learned to
sleep on horseback does not easily fall
off, even though he has not the full
command of his senses. Only for the
first hour or so did Pasha's rider do
much toward guiding their course. In
hunting horses, however, the sense of
direction is strong. Pasha had it—eapecially for one point of the compass.
This peiut was south. So, unknowing
of the possible peril into which be
might be taking his rider, south be
went.
How Pasha ever did it, as I
have said, only Pasha knows; but In
the eud be struck the Richmond pike.
It was a pleading whinuy which
aroused Miss Lou at early daybreak.
Under her window she saw Pasha end
on his back a limp figure in a blue,
dust covered, dark stained uniform.
And that was bow Pasha's cavalry
career came to an end. That one fierce
his last
·······

charge

was

In the Washington home of a certain
Maine congressman you may see, bung
In a place of honor and lavishly
framed, the picture of a horse. It Is
very creditably done in oils. Is this picture. It Is of a cream white horse with

arched neck, clean, slim legs and
splendid flowing tail.
Should vou have anv favor· of state

an
a

to ask of this Maine· cnnriri-p^maii. It
would he the wis*· tliln;: before stating
your request to k:ij* something nice
about t'.io horse in the picture. Then
t!io confess· 11aη
will probably suy,
look!iii; fondly at the picture: "I timet
tell I.on—er—uiy wife, you know, what
you have said. Yes. that was Pasba.
ITo saved my neck at II rand y Station.
He was one-half Arab. Pasba was, and
the other half, str, was hutnau."

THE FIRST DIRECTORY.
•iaalnt Olden Time Xrw York Baal·
ne··

«ad Social

Aililreaaea.

In the first directory of New York
city, whicli was Issued iu 1780, there
are some peculiar and quaint entries.
For Instance, In those days it was not
uncommon for medical practitioners ta
pell drugs, as Is shown by the following

address. "Samuel Bredburst, physician
and apothecary, 04 Queen (now Pearl)
street."
Clergymen of that period were exceedingly precise regarding their titles.
Thus, "Abraham Bacbe, reverend of
the Church of England, 29 Smith
street," and "Joze Phelan, clergyman
of the Church of Rome, 1 Beekman

street."

Leon Rogers, tailor, of 5 Broadway,
was described as a "breeches maker;"
John Bean, 00 Broadway, as "surgeon
and tooth puller;" S. Crygler, 00 Cherry
street, "punch and porter bouse;" Jo

Deleplune of 132 Queen street, "Quaker
D. Hitchcock, 89 Queen
street, "bouse carpenter and undertak
er;" John Ilogland, 0δ Queen street,
"tiddler, etc.;" Ileury H. Kip, 25 King

speaker;"

The

Marathon

ί^/Ι
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Innocence.

The cold wuter ordeal was one of the
Innomost Important tests of guilt or
If the
cence a few hundred years ago.
be was guilty; if he

accused floated,

sank, he was Innocent. I η the twelfth
century some altar vessels were stolen
from tli.' cathedral of Laon, and the
learned Anselm proposed that a child
from each parish and tlieu α child from
each household should be put to the

wa
test and so on until the guilty une
found. The proposition raised u great
that
outcry, and the people clamored
those who had easiest access to the
church be the first to undergo the or-

and

con.or—« woman,

ι.

JUDDEX

wind
of
rri:. t
wrenched tbe door from Godfrey's grasp and slammed It
wilh α bung that .echoed

through tlie building.
"Anything doing?" he asked ae he
tluppcd tli. rain from his coat
Simmonds, the grizzled veteran of
the central olllee, now temporarily In
charge of the devious business of the
"Tenderloin," shook bis bead despond-

ently.

."Not

thing.

a

Only,"

he added, bis

eyes gleaming suddenly with appreciation, "you were* right about that Delanne abduction case. It was all a

faked up story on the mother's part
She confessed this evening."
'Ί thought she would if you kept at
her," said Godfrey, sitting down with
"She
a
quick nod of satisfaction.
hasn't nerve enough to carry through a
thing like that; she's too pink and

faces of the two men, especially In the
expression of the eyes and mouth.
Age, however, had given to Simmonds'
featurea a trace of

stolidity

which was

Broadway and Wall and Queen wanting in those of his companion. lie
streets called themselves "shopkeep- had been connected with the ceutrul ofers," the hotel men were "tavern keep- flce for many years, was dean of the
"watchers," and the policemen were
force, in fact, and though he bad demen."—New York Post.
veloped no speciul genius In his dealings with crime he possessed a matter
THE COLD WATER ORDEAL. of fact industry and personal courage
which had frequently achieved success.
Wa·

C

om

himself—wonder

Its Failure In Many Cases."

New Zealand .Mockluit Hlrda.
The Poe houey eater Is one of the
commonest and ut the same time hum1
somest of the New Zealand birds. The
neck Is ornamented with a frill of cur!
feathers of u greenish color with white
centers, und the throat is adorned with
a tuft of white feathers, which bus
for it the populur name of "pur-

gained
son bird," 'un nppellution upproprla:
not only becuuse of this decoration, bt

because of the resemblance of its peculiar uttltudes when singing to the
gesticulations Indulged in by exuberant lecturers when wishing to drive
home their poiuts. The bird is an excellent mimic and can be taught to re-

In the end his chief had come to trust
him greatly, probably because the brilliant theorists of the force made so
many unfortunate mistakes.
Godfrey was a brilliant theorist and
something more. He was not so patient as Simmonds, but then be wa9
much youuger. He bad more imagination, uud perhaps his greatest weakthat he preferred picturesque
solutions to commonplace oues. During his three years' conuection with the
force he had won four or five notable
victories, so notable, indeed, that they
attracted the attention of the Record
management. The end of it was that
Godfrey resigned his badge and entered the Record office as criminal expert, climbing gradually to tbe position
of star reporter. Since then the Record
had not waited ou the police; Indeed. It
had been rather tbe other way around.
It wus with Simmonds that Godfrey
bad loug siuce concluded an alliance
ness wus

peat Khort sentences with extraordlna-

to whistle short
ry clearness und also
songs quite "s well as α oarrot

Γ

Ι

Every

Two Minutes
tell us that all
the blood in a healthy
human body passes through
the heart once in every two
minutes. If this action becomes irregular the whole
body suffers. Poor health
follows poor blood ; Scott's
Emulsion makes the blood
pure. One reason why

Physicians

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

is such a great aid is because
it passes so quickly into
the blood. It is partly di-

before it enters the
stomach ; a double advantage in this. Less work
for the stomach; quicker
and more direct benefits.
To get the greatest amount
of good with the least possible effort is the desire of
everyone in poor health.
Scott's Emulsion does just
that. A change for the
better takes place even before you expect it

gested

We will tend jrou a
nmple free.
Be taie that chia
picture in the form of
a label ii on the wrapper of every bottle of
Emukion you buy.

Scott 8c Bowni
Chemiita
409 Pearl St., Ν. Y.
jo

cent· ind

All

il. 00

dragfbti

■>»""■·

of raised food.

ami itlac!: eyes.

tan, wttu oiack hair

Godfrey sti»i»i»cHl toward her
with η quick exclamation of surprise,
incredulity, horror.
"Why. it's Miss Croydon!" he said.
Then

CHAPTER II.
1I.MMOXD8 liad dropped on one
knee beside the Inxly. He was
up agalu In an instant.
"So need for an ambulance," he said tersely. "He's dead."
The word» seemed to rouse the girl
from the ecstasy of !">rror which possessed her, and site buried lier face in

I

mm

her bauds, shuddering convulsively.
Godfrey caught her as she swayed forward aud led her gently to a chair.
"Perhaps you don't reuieui'>er me.
Miss Creydou," he said. "Godfrey's
my name, it was only the other ui^ht
It was
at Mrs. Delruy's I met you.
Jack L>:*y.<dale who introduced me.
You know I'm an old friend of his."
"Yes," she murmured indistinctly, "I

remember quite"—
An exclamation from Simmomls interrupted her. He had picked up a
small pearl handled revolver from the
tloor in the room.
"Is this yours, ihissï" he asked.
She nodded faintly.
He snapped it open aud looked at the

chambers. One had l>een discharged.
Ile sniffed at the barrel, then held It
out to Godfrey. The odor of burned
gunpowder was plainly discernible.
Godfrey's face hardened as he turned
to the Janitor, who had revalued his

lire tth and stood staring on the threabold.
"My friend," he said, "shut the

door"—
He : tupped us he heard the tramp of
heavy feet approaching al mg the corridor.
"1'here
"Wall," said Simmouds.
come my men. I'll be back in a minute."

GoiLVey nodded curtly and waited
until Sinimouds closed the door after
him.
"Now, Miss Croydon," lie said, "tell
I can't
me quickly how It happened.
unless I know the whole
help

you
■tory, and I want

to

help you."

"There Isn't much to tell," she began, striving to speak steadily. "I

«Ι»·1·11ΛΠίΙβ

irnf

tllX

I'lllPV.

The dour tlew back with a crash, and
man
man rushed in—a heavy set
with red cheeks—who stopped, gasping. clutching at his throat.
an
Godfrey had a tlask to his lip* in

instant
"Come,

he commanded
sternly, slapping the strauger o:j the
back. "Take a swallow of this. That's
brace

up!"

it"
"It seems to me I know him," remarked Simmonds. looking at the flushed countenance with contemplative
eye.
"O' course you do," gasped the stranAnd
ger. "I'm Iligglus—th' Marathon."
he Jerked ills head toward the door.
"Oh, yes," said Simmonds. "You're
the janitor of the Marathon apartment
house. Just across the street"
"Well, what's happeued at the Mara-

thon?" demanded Godfrey. "Out with
it!"
"It's murder!" cried Iligglns hoarse-

his back"—
ly. "I seed him a-lnyin' oil
with
Hp stopped and covered Ills eyes
his hands. Simmonds had quietly opened a drawer and slipped a revolver Into
Then he took down the rehis

pocket.

ceiver frjiu his desk phone.
"That you. sergeant?" he called.
"This Is Simmonds. Send three men
over to I!:» Marathon right away."
lie put liack the receiver with α Jerk.

Godfrey twirled the Janitor sharply
around in the direction of the door.
"Go ahead," he commanded, and
rather than led him out Into

pushed

the storm.
They made a dash for It through the
rain, which was still pouring In torrents. Halfway across the street they
descried a cab standing ut the farther
curb and veered to the right to avoid
it
"Here we are," said Iligglns, running
a light
up a short flight of steps Into
ed vestibule. "It's In soot fourteensecond floor."

They sprang up the stairs without
thinking of the elevator—one flight
two. Iligglns began to choke again.

A single door stood open, throwing
the ball: a broad glare of light across
way.
"It's there?* said Hlggins, and «topped to gasp for breath.
The others ran on. For an Instant
they stood upon the threshold gazing
Into the room at a huddled form on
the floor, with a red stain growing and
growing u|>on Its breast—at a woman
staring white faced from the farther

SI πι monde,
Can you read

repeated

"and a lot of clippings.

French, Godfrey?"
"A little," answered Godfrey modestly. "Let me see." lie took the clippings and looked at the "first one.
"
be reed
'Suresnes, Sept. 10. 1801/
"
Ί have to report an event
haltingly.
the most interesting which baa Just
happened here, and which proves again
the futility of tows the most rigorous
to quiet the ardent desires of the human heart or to change the'"—
"Oh, well." Interrupted Slinuiouds,
"we cun't waste time reading any more
of that rot; it sounds like a French
novel. The coroner can wrestle with
it, if be thinks it's worth while."
lie repl iced the clippings In the
purse, which he slipped back Into the

pocket from which he had taken it.
"Now," lie added, rising to his feet,
"we'd better get the gill's story."
"Miss Croydon," he began abruptly,
though perhaps in a gentler voice than

he would have used toward the average suspect, "were you In the room
when tills man was killed?"
"Yes. sir."
"You know him?"
"Only slkhtly." she answered cool-

dlsregHriling

ly,

Godfrey's

stare

of

"Ills name, I think, was

amazement.

Thompson."

"You had an engagement with him
here?"
"Yes, sir; ou a "private matter which
caunot concern the police."
Slinmouds passed that over for the

moment.
"Will you kindly tell us Just what
happened?" he asked.
"1 drove here lu a cab," she said,
speaking rapidly, "which I told <o wait
for me. In the vestibule I met the
janitor and asked to be conducted to
suit fourteen. He brought me up here
where Mr.—Mr. Thompson was wait-

I entered and closed the door.
We were talking together when the
door of the inner room opened and a
man came out. I le lore I realized what
he was doiu^ lie had nlsed a bar of
Iron lie held in his hand and struck
Mr. Thompson upon the head. Then,
standing over hiiu. he drew a revolver
and tired one shot at him. I had
shrunk away into the corner, but

ing.

woodwork of the bedroom door.
Simmoiids to->k a l:»ok at It. then be
returned to the inquiry.
"Did you know this Intruder?" he
asked.

I'd never before seen him,"

"No, sir.

she answered steadily.
"Will you describe him?"
She closed her eyes, seemingly in an
!lt

squall's

a

"H.

frey
opposite wall.
"Miss Croydon's shot went wild." he
said, curiously elated at tills continuation of lier story. "Here's the bullet,"
and he pointed t-i it ImlMMlded In the

smoke."

"I'm only human." he suit! as he
struck a match, "and besides there'?
a fascination about yoa, Simmonds.
There's always a chance of getting a
good story out of you. Yon know
or
more about the criminal hisUry
New York than any other man living.
I think. Hello, what's thisV"

out to

rushed in a moment later."
"Did your shot hit him?" asked
Simmoiids.
lie
I think int.
"I don't know.
showed no sign of being wounded."
Simmou'ls stood lookirg at her. Godturned to an examination of the

here. I wouldn't have stopped at all
but for the chance of seeing you.'
"Oh, don t go," protested Simunuds.
"I was mighty glad to see yju come in.
I was reeling a little lonesome. Wait
over anyway and have
till this

into his chair.

made

fourteeu

a madman, believing my
life in danger. I drew my pocket
pistol and tired at him. Without «*veu
glancing at me he o|>enod the outer
door and disappeared. The Janitor

1111(1

Godfrey took the proffered cigar and

suit

thinking him

frey
coat.
"Nevertheless." he said, "I've got to
l>e moving on. I cuu't stay loafing

relapsed

fur

Thompson."
"Thompson,"

own

both were satisfied. It may be added
that without In the least suspecting it
the mole was considerably under the
i:itli;euce of the eagle. lira lus naturalJy lead industry. Besides, the liliud
must have guidance.
They listened until the gust of wiud
died away down the street, then Godarose and began to button up his

a

wholesome biscuit, cake and all kinds

flaky,

many

deal.
So
This looked reasonable enough.
the bishop ordered the six priests of
the cathedral to prepare for the test.
In the meanwhile Ansehn thought
try the experiment himself as u pre
llmlnary test. So he was bound and
one supplaced In u tub of water. To his greut offensive und defensive. The
plemented the other—the eagle gave
satisfaction as well as discomfort h
the
promptly sank. The day arrived und eyes to the mole; the mole gave
with it an Immense crowd to see the eagle the power of working patiently
lu the dark. Simmonds kept Godfrey
trial. The first priest sank, the secon
in toucli with police affairs; Godfrey
fioated. the third sank, the fourth tloa
ed, the fifth sauk, and then Ansel;, enabled Simmonds to make a startling
of wonders—In spite arrest now and then. Godfrey got the
of experiments and protested Innocence
fioated arouud with the buoyancy of an
air bubble. While he was serving his
sentence In prison Anselm found tinte
to write a learned treatise on the "In
expediency of the Water Ordeal und

sweet,

—

on

It

Holt

producing
light, white,

try cook in

S
!

Case"

Holiaday

wTbe

street, "Inspector of pot and pearl white. IIow does It happen you're
ashes;" John NItchle, 7 Garden street, alone?"
"starch and hair powder maker;" Sam
"Johnston's gone down to Philadeluel B. Webb. 29 Lower Dock street phia to bring back Itiggs, the forger.
Fleming's got the grip. Bad night"
"gentleman."
In those days, too, there were a great
There was a certain similarity in the

a few "washmany "gentlewomen" and
women." All teachers were tlieu addressed either as "schoolmasters" or
"schoolmistresses." The retuil dealers

Mystery

Manhattan

Story of

The Royal Baking
Powder is the greatest
possible aid to the pas-

=

"A'otr,

Mis:
h

■a:

il

.Ι,,ιι. tc>l me qulrklu

ln:/>^ciied."

came here to-ίο keep 1111 appointment"— She stopped. her voice dyiug
nwiiy, unable to go 011.
"With tliis iiiau?" asked Godfrey.

"Who is he?"

"I don't know." And she cast a hor"I
rified glance at the huddled form.
never saw him before."
"Then It wasn't he you came here to
meet ?"
"No—that is—it may have been"—
And again she stored.
"Miss Croydon," said Godfrey gently,
yet clearly, *1 can't help you unless
frank with me, and I fear

you're quite

need of
you are going to stand in
Did you kill this man?"
"No!" she cried. "Oh, no!"
"Then who did?"

help.

was

in the voice an accent of forced

sincerity.

"What did he do with the bar of
Iron?" asked Simmonds.
"As s00:1 as he struck the blow, I
think he—he threw it down. I remember bearing it fall"—
"Ye:<—i.ere it is," said Godfrey triumphantly, a:td lished it out from under a chair which st«»:»l near the wull.
"Hut see, Kim mouds, it's uut a bar. It'·
a

pipe."

Simmonds examined It. It was an
ordinary piece of iron piping about
fifteen in« iies lu

[TU

There wan no answer, only a dry,
convulsive sobbing.
As Godfrey paused to look at her the
door opened and Slmiuonds came in.

He closed It and snapped the lock.
"There's a policeman outside and one
at each landing," he announced. "We'll
look things over here and then search
First, let's look at the
the

building.
body."

It was lying partly on its back, partly on the right side, with Iwth lege
The face was a
doubled under It.
bearded one, rough, coarse and a little
lace under
not a

prepossessing

bloated;

Γι·ι·.'»Ι1· -tîilll

"Ile was :ι »h ». t. heavy set mau." slia
said at last, "with a «lark face and
liark mustache, which turned up at the
»iuls. That Is all I « an remember."
"And dresmul how?"
"lu dark clothes. Me wore a slouch
aat. I think. i!r;t vn down over the eyes.
I didn't see the fan* clearly."
The answer came without hesitation,
but It seemed to Godfrey that there

any circumstances, and actually repulsive now with Its gaping mouth and
widely staring eyes. It was tanned
and seamed by exp mure to wind and
rain and there was a deep scar across
the left temple.
"Between til ty aud sixty years of

BE

length.

CONTIVUKD.]

lie V\'m

a

Mu·.

A Scot of Peebles said to his friend
MacAudrew, "Mae. I hear ye have fallen in love wl' bonny Kate McAllster."
"Weel, Sanders," Mae replied, "I waa
the bit
near— verry near—daeln' It. but
lassie had nae siller, so I said to my·
a
self, 'Mac. be a mon.' And I was
silent
mon, and noo I pass her by wl'

contempt."

Traitor to Her lea.

"Oh, she's not at all nice," said little
Elsie. "She's always wlshln' aha waa
a

boy."

"Well," replied Mabel, "I wish I

waa

too."
"I know, but she wishes it out loud,
so the boys can hear her."—Philadelphia Press.
Tlie Battle of Life.

No man lives without jostling
Hire.'' remarked Godfrey. "Pouf! Smell
being Jostled. In all ways he baa to
the whisky."
•Ibow himself through the world, glvThen, looking into the staring eyes,
Ing and taking offense. His life I· a
he uttered a sudden exclamation.
battle in so far as it is an entity at all.
"See there, Simmonds, how the right
—Carlyle.
what
know
Do
you
pupil's dilated.
that means?"

Slmmr.uds shook his head.

"So. I can't say I do."
"It means," said Godfrey, "that
blow
somebody hit this fellow a hard
0:1 the left side of the head ami produced a hemorrhage of the brain."
They stripped back the shirt from
A little blood was still
the breast.
from α wound Just over the

welling

heart.
"That's what did the business," observed Situmouds, "aud at close ran^e
too. See there," and be pointed to tie

"He
red marks about
wasn't shot from the corner, thut's
Let's see what he's got lu bis
sure.
the

pockets."
The

There

examination

wound.

was

soon

made.

only α pipe, a knife, a packcheap tobacco, a handful of

were

age of
loose coins and an old pocket book contalnlng a little roll of newspnpor clip(
Dinars and a receipt for a month's rent

and

A Dlyloatt.
The Child—Mother, which bad I better do, go to school Id the rain and gat
soaking wet and probably catch cold
and die or Just simply get an abaaot
mark against my nairn»?— Κ χ change.

"Ethel, that awfully handsome guida
Do you
kissed me a moment ago.
think I ought to deduct something
from lib pay or add to It?"—Fllegende
Blatter.

Those edges soonest turn that art
most keen. A sober moderation stand·
No violent extremes endure.—
sure.

Aleyn.

Nowaday· H· Waal· the Eartk.
Times have cbauged since the poet
wrote "Man wants but little here below."Chicago Tribune.

west Paris.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

MTABL1SHKD 15B.

Remember the UalTenallat sale and
chicken pi· rapper on Wednesday ο1 this
IN
ALL
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK
week, Not. SI. The fanoy work table
IS9UKD TUKSDAT8.
table of aprons and useful articles
and
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
will be la the church parlor on the first
floor. The sapper will be semdfrom
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, NOV. 20.1906.
Paris H1IL
5:80 to 7:30 In Good Will Hall below
Price of sapper tickets, 20 oents: chilFini Baptlet Church. Εβτ. Κ. Ο. Taylor,
FORBES, Preaching every Sunday at 10 :«fta. a. Sunday dren ander IS years, 10 cents. The
AXWOOD A
The
Sabbath Evening Service at osndy table will also be in the hall.
School at IS m.
Edltw· a>4 Pr*pri«t«rf.
7 JO r. H. T. P. S. C. Β. ΤμΛ» evening. following are the varions committees an-1
a. B. roiin.
GBOKO· M. Atwood.
Prayei Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Coy» pointed for the occasion :
nant Meetlnx the laat VrloaT beforu the M
work tabto-Mr·. r. K. Wheeler. Mr»
Sunday of lûe month at J 30 p. M. All not
Un· l:
In hItum. otherwise connected axe cordially Invited.

$îic

Φ-rford

flcmocrnt,

Term· —$1 JO a year If paid strictly
Otherwise 92-00 a y oat. Single copie· i cent*.

Cntvexmattat Church.

Sunday at 10 M a.

All legal advertisement*
DTKKTiSKXKMTf:
»t»en three connective Insertion· for $1J0
of
oolumn.
tn
Inch
Special contract·
length
per
made with local, transient and yearly advertla—

AN

era.

Jos Pkistwo —New type. Cut pre·*»·, electric
power. experienced workmen an«l low price·
combine to make this department of oar btulneee complete and popular.

COriKA

(•■MOLE

Single Copies of the Democrat are four cento
eacb. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patron·
jingle copte* of each l*eue have been placed on
•ale at the following place* In the County :
Brook»' Drug Store.
South Pari*,
Shurtleff'· Drug Store.
Noye·' Drug Store.
Norway.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole. Po*tma*ter.
Bucktle ·!.
Α. V. Lewi·, Insurance Office.
fryelmrir,
1
Mrs. Harlow. Poet OScePari* Hill,
Samuel T. White.
West Parle,

Comlo{ Event·.
Nov. 29.—Thanksgiving.
Oiford Pomona Grange, South Pari·.
Dec.
De«
11. 12. 13.—Annual exhibition of Maine
State Poultry Association, Portland.

ADVKRTlSKMKSlS.

SKW

Men'· Overcoat*.

Thanksgiving Preparation·.
Chuck the OH Can.
Do You Seed λ ny of These
Ladles' Kur Driving Coat*.
Artificial Teeth.

Goods?

Unclaimed Deposit*.
Commissioner»' Notice.
Borrowed.
Careful Service.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Receiver's Hearing.
Warm Footwear

THE OOVKKSOK'S PKOCLtMATIOX.
the mlod
Α» the close of the >ear
s U> the observance of the best and oldest of
turnsl
Niw Kngland custom·». Thanksgiving. By law
It celebrates
a holiday. It Is In spirit a fe-tlvai.
tbe bounties of nature and the reward" of toll,
arouses sentiments of gratitude for the ble**Ing*
of peace and prosperity vuu<-h«afed our state
ami uatlon. quU kens the desire to lessen tbe
burdens of the unfortunate and needy, an above
all else Inelluea th·· heat to a reverent acknowledgment to God for the divine favor* He has
bestowed uuon 111* people. Therefore, il, Wllliant T. Cobb, Governor of the State of M a'ne, do
hereby designate Thursday. November twentvntnth, ln-tant. Thanksgiving [>ay. and ask the
sons and daughters of Maine to honor the day
and It* meaning, and heedful of the year'* «Ils
appointment'* as well as of It* achlcvemet.t* to
resolve niton a course of conduct that shall
Individual happiness and public well-

approaches,

promise

|

[

being.

Given at the Kiecutlve Chamber at Augusta
this eighth day of November In the year of our
Lord one thousand nine humlre I and els and
of the Independence of the t'nlted States of
America the one hundred and thirty-first.
William Γ cohb
By the Governor, with the advice and consent of
the Council.
Btro.i Boyi>,
Secretary of State.

Here and There.
the United States
the Standard Oil
Co., in the form of a petition in equity,
filed in the Circuit Court at St. Louie,
directed against the company and it·
seventy constituent corporations and a
The petition
number of individuals.
asks that the combination may be declared unlawful as in restraint of trade,
and dissolved. This is undoubtedly the
beginning of one of the greatest and
most important legal battles ever fought
in this country, and one which will
probably cover years of time. That it
will be fought by the administration of
Theodore Roosevelt with all the tenacity
possible there is the best of reason to
believe. That it will be fought on the
other hand by the Standard Oil Co. with
all the legal ability that money can proThat its result
cure no one will doubt.
will be a step in the direction of curbing
the power of the big trusts is to be desired, but almost too much to hope for.
Action baa begun

government against

It is

eloquently

by

suggestive

of the

tendency of the time in matters theatrical that the uext morning after Modjeska

appears in Macbeth for the last time in
the Jefferson at Portland, it is announced
in the papers that tbe Jefferson is to
enter the vaudeville field—not to the ex
elusion of the 4'big shows" as yet, but to
a considerable extent, frequently for a
solid week of it. Exit Shakespeare;
enter the writer of horse-play skits: exit
the world-renowned tragedian; enter the
great American tramp and the orangehaired Irishman, with song and dance.

The death of Gen. William R. Shatter

brings out many tributes to him a a
soldier, who won hia position by
sheer force of merit. And yet it is only
about eight years since Gen. Shaffer was
one of the best-abused raeu in this country beeause of his part in the Cuban cam-

gallant

paign.

Vermont's experience with Mrs. Koeisι not sufficient, as many thought it
would be, to put an end to the death
penalty in that state. A strong pull was
made for it but the bill abolishing the
ers

ZaiE£l2£

Pnllm,a
Co., in addition to
eignt per cent dividends on a largely
watered capitalization, has just voted to
distribute to the stockholders, in the
form of stock, a surplus of fctf.OOO.OOO,
or one-third the amount of its inflated
capitalization. And yet it can't pay its
porters full price for their work, but expect· them to make it up out of tips from

Jk1!®

the passengers. Some of the big trust·
and monopolies are noted for the générpaj their «®Plojw, but
η
tmke much credit

tb?.y
ai Τ*
■man

°νω''
**

S rlÏÏ
cernt

*"

1

P°rter*

&re con-

The Boston Herald is conducting a
campaign in behalf of biennial elections
and legislative sessions in Massachusetts,
rnat unfortunate commonwealth still
elects a governor and other state officers
every year, and has a legislature in session about half the time. There are in
Maine people who would like to go back
to annual elections in this state, and
it may seem,
?rraQKe M
,,Τ
would like to bave annual sessions of the
legislature, but they are so few that they
are really conspicuous because of their
view· on the matter.

Ε

A bill excluding the Japanese

from

?bia«» ■»· η<>»
J a^aatTJ' ?.the.
it is said, be introduced

in
c uded, will,
congreas this winter. It will stand about
ω little show of a passage as anything
that could be preseated to that body
We admit to this country the people of
all Europe, some of whom it will take
into good
many generations to make
American citizens. There ia do sense in

Japan

*

^

n,arve,ou·1* »d*pfc»ble

The Bowdoin football team has boon
term by the disqualification of four men for being deficient in
their studies. And yet there is not a
that
general disposition to considereducaeither Bowdoin or the cause of
tion has suffered materially by reason of

weakened this

the incident.

Tue announcement in th» paper· that
Mia Russell Sage would eive away the
bulk of her husband'· *80,000,000 to
individuals, not to institutions or to

ied to such a horde of beggars
swooping down upon ber that she\as
intolerably bothered by them, and hurried to «top the flood by having a denial
of the story published.

Thoee who talk of the extinguishment
of the civil war pensioo roll a· a thing
that will be accomplished within the
next thirty or forty years may find food
for thought in the fact that the last
Revolutionary pensioner—a widow of a

Revolutionary soldier—has just died
hundred and twenty-three years
after the close of the war which cave her
her pernios. The same allowance of
time In the oaa« of the civil war-aod
then is just aa good reason for it—will
one

w"

Sunday School every M

Frank Bennett ahot · handsome doe a
few days aince In the wooda not far from
hare
bis houae. Numerous hunter·
been oat in that vicinity, but this ia the
tiret game brought in.
Friday, on the
new fall of snow, he filled his season's
complement by ahooting another.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. M. Atwood and eon
Raymond are visiting relative· in Boaton
and New York. They will be absent
about two week·.
There will be a box supper at the King
school house Friday evening of thia
week. An invitation ia extended to all
by the teacher, Mies Helen Cole. Ladies
are asked to bring boxes.
William Chase of this place and Derrnont Robbins of Sontb Paria spent aeveral dava in Redding laat week. They
returned with two nice deer.
The Ladies' Univeraaliat Circle will
meet with Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson Thursday
afternoon at half past two. A cordial
invitation is extended to all. Aprons
will be on sale at each meeting.
Newton Cumminga left Friday for
Worcester, Mass., where he will remain
for about a week, then go to New York
to act as chauffeur for Mr. Chas. F.
Matbewson.
Mr. Ernest Churchill of Buckfield has
opened the Newell blackamith shop.
Mrs. Charles B. Andrews ia aerionaly
ill and submitted to a surgical operation,
performed by Dr. Oakes of Auburn, one
day last week. Recovery ia now ex-

pected.

Thanksgiving.

m.

lilih

Mlee

Hath a. Tucker, M to· Liante V.

Mr.. Κ. E.

tmbJe—Mr». *. B.

^roa table—M lise· Ethel M.Darts,
Howe,

Blaachc
Candy
1 enlej, Dora 1. Hill. Nellie E. Hammond.
R. Tuell, Mrs. Clarm A RM
Supper—Mrs. H.
Mr. ε:
H·
**>· Mra·

"·

ράιΪΓMiUde

H.^wiii^reiL*111-H

mû,

M™· »

The entertainment will be free, and be-

sides the vocal and instrumental music
the program will close with a magic
mirror. Admission free both afternoon

and evening.

The sale will begin

at

2 ο clock in the afternoon. There will
be a large number of useful and fancv
'or
including over thirty
dolls and a number of genuine flr nil·
lows.
L· M»1811»11 Md daughter
Elizabeth are now making a visit in
Portland. She expects to remain there
for the winter at least, and will have
Mr.
rooms and do light housekeeping.

j*n

m*1! J'

Marshall has a position with the Fairbanks Co. as traveling salesman, and at
present his headquarters will be in that
city.
Dr. Sullivan L. Andrews of Clinton
made a short visit with relatives in town
the middle of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Lapham have
gone to South Paris to live.
Mrs. Thomas Whiteside is visiting her
sister in Patersoo, N. J.
have
Several deer
recently been

brought in by
beeo hunting.
Mrs. James Lapham returned from the
hospital over a week ago and is making
different ones who have

Social dance at Academy Hall Tuesrather a slow recovery.
day evening of this week.
Miss Eva Tuckor came from the Maine
Mrs. C. L. Carter left the Hill SaturGeneral Hospital at Portland last Wedday for Bethel, where she will remain
and is doing finely.
for a short time, and will then go to nesday
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Coburn are in DixMontclair. N. J., to spend the winter.
field and Carthage fora two weeks' visit.
The meeting of the Universaliat parish
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham have reto consider the matter of repairs on the
turned home. Mr. Dunham has been
church was adjourned to next Saturday
confined to the house with a cold since
eveniug, at the post office.
bis return, but is now improving.
The Paris Hill Library Asaociation
There was a large and interested anhas done much this fall to improve its
dience present at the presentation of the
ground* around Hamlin Memorial Hall.
the Convict," Wednesday
The stone curbing has been continued j drama, "Tony
of last week, and the dance folaround the entire lot. it formerly being evening
the play was well patronized.
Then more lowing
at north and east sides only.
than twenty loads of earth havo been
Bryant's Pond.
tilled in, the whole well graded and enD. A. Cole, mail carrier on Route No.
riched and grass need sown. Thia aeed :
I, left Thursday night for a week's visit
has made a very vigorous start.
to Boston, Worcester and Ashland.
The entrance to the library baa been
This is the first vacation Mr. Cole has
vastly helped by having a walk of ce- had in his four and one-half years' serment and pebblea laid from the door to
vice for the government.
the curbing at the front of the building.
Nearly fifty attended the box supper
This require*] blasting and chiseling of
at the Grange Hall Tuesday evening.
the solid ledge. All iron work about
Mrs. Ella Cummings returned to Dorthe building has been repainted and the
chester Wednesday.
stone
cut
in
the
"1822",
quaint tigurea,
Merton Titus, son of J. A. Titus, now
over the door, are now brought to notice
as day operator at Deera
Since this has position
by being painted black.
change they are seen for the first time ing.
Geo. W. Ridlon, Esq., of West Paris,

A succession of snow «tortn· ha*

fairly good sleighing.

given I

I

Game continuée to oome plentifully,
from the woods. Tharaday a party of
sportsmen came from the lakes and
eleven deer were shipped from the station to Portland and other points.
^Γ· and Mrs. Harold Stanley are in
Bethel, Mr. Stanley having finished his

engagement

in

Gorham,

Ν. H.

Mr. and Mrs. E, C. Bowler are reoel v'?* congratulations, the oooasion being

BraeeSjh

of a

little

daughter, Mary

Miss Ruth Andrews is in Bethel, havingspent several months in Waterville.
Mr. Charles Valentine, one of our mail
earners, has been ill with the measles.
Owing to the forced vacation at the
academy recently on account of the
naeasles, the usual vacation will be
ο hanged and only a recess from Wednesday to Monday after Thanksgiving
will be given and a week at Christmas.
Mr. Leslie L. Mason was in Bethel

j

It te reported that th· proprietor of If you wish to send money to any
BackfleM.
«(ter having been
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Warren returned the New Meadows Ion,
part of
has procured "a
Wednesday from a two week·' bridal visited by burglars,
as
act
to
Dane"
receptour taking in Montreal, Quebeo, the handsome, large
in the fu- If you wish to send money to any
White Moantaina and other localities In tion committee for burglars
it is to a
their trip. Thej will for the present ture. Just what advantage
part of the United States,
ss watchman
make their home at that of Mra. Warren. native of Denmark acting
a question; but
be
be
to
handsome
might
is
Westbrook
Misa Georgia Warren of
is a Great Dane, If you wish to invest in a first-class
•till in Bnokneld with her grandparents, probably what is meant
could appreciate a
bond paying a good- rate of
and will not return home until after and even a burglar
handsome dog.
Thanksgiving.
interest,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Hatch of New
About 800 delegates attended the 39th
York have been visiting Mrs. Hatch's annual convention of the Woman's
brother, Mr. Ralph Morrill. Mr. Hatch Board of Missions at Portland last week, If you wish to do any business
was formerly national bank examiner for
coming from all over the world. They
proper for a National Bank to
Maine and will soon go to New Brans- are well-known workers though perinterthe
after
transact, call at
will
look
he
where
wick,
haps the best known is Miss Ellen M.
ests of the International Paper Comwho became famous
being

BLUE 8TORE8.

Europe,

by

Stone,
held for

pan*.

Norway National Bank

Do You Need

Any of These Goods?

working out in the snows and blows of winter
clothing made to withstand these things, else he does
do his best work. Here are a few of the many things

Every

man

needs

not
we

have.

Work Troneem—"Kno-Wet" or Rain Proof. Strong, warm
will keep you dry. Madrid, Dutchess and Werner makes.
$ι·5°·
$3·»5» $3< $3·75» $2·5°» $2·»5»

and

ransom by Bulgarian bandits.
The Bock field village schools closed
Friday for the holiday vacation. Miss
HAD A CLOSE CALL.
Cora Young, teacher of the grammar
OF
"A dangerous surgical operation, Inschool, returned to her home in Bowdoinbut the warmest for its size.
of
a malignant ulremoval
the
third
volving
is
Maine. Ruenian Tent·—Not a large garment
the
ham on Saturday. This
Norway,
as my hand, from my daughas
cer,
large
the
and
of
high
Wind and cold proof. Buy one
you will agree with us. $2.75
year of L. F. Lord as master
H. D. SMITH, Cashier.
hip, was prevented by the applicaschool, who has given excellent satis- ter's
A.
down to $1.50.
Elizabeth Monies of tion of Bucklen's Arnica Salve," says
Miss
faction.
Tuesday.
C. Stickel, of Miletus, W. Va. "PerMr"
Morbus!) has purchased a Portland, a graduate of Kent's Hill, is sistent use of the Salve
cured
completely
k
house In Gorham, Ν. H., and his family assistant teacher in the high school, and
Burns and Injuries.
it." Cures
Lamb-lined CANVAS, KERSEY AND CORDUROY COATS.
will soon move there. Mr. Porbush will Mrs. F. R. Record is teacher of the 25c at F. A. Cuts,
A Co., druggists.
Shurtleff
F.
R.
Mr.
Dyer,
department.
remain in Bethel for a time.
primary
$3 up to $6.50.
Mr. David Hayes, G. T. R. station representative-elect to our state legislaagent, has resigned and accepted a ture, is the very excellent superintendent
well to his DANQERS FROM DYSPEPSIA.
position in Panama. The public regret of our schools and attends
Covert, CORDUROY, LEATHER REVERSIBLE COATS. $1.50,
his leaving and he will carry the good duties.
$2, $3, $5-5°Mr. G. H. Heath of West Sumner was IMPERFECT DIGESTION MOST PROLIFIC
wishes of his Bethel friends.
Bethel now has a night operator at the in town the past week visiting his daughCAUSE OF SERIOUS DISEASE.
ter, Mrs. T. H. Lunt.
at your fountain pen if it
etation.
50c., $1, $1.50,
or Cloth, also Gordon & Furgerson make.
While health reports do not give inThe Buckfleld Literary Club met with
sweats and blots and Cap·-Fur
Miss Miriam Herrick, daughter of
afternoon.
as a cause of death, yet it so
W.
Shaw
I.
Mrs.
Tuesday
digestion
DON'T
in
$*, $3.75·
Cambridge, Mass.,
Judge Herrick. is
goes by jerks.
was English weakens the stomach and the whole sys««KICK'· if you flirty
continuing her studies in the languages Their theme of discussion
of the tem that it makes one readily susceptitheme
the
as
was
also
History,
when
music.
hands
and
filling
your
met at ble to serious illness.
it with that old medi- Hal Cap—Ever see one? Great thing, $1.50.
Miss Mattle Dingley, a graduate nurse, Buckfleld History Club, which
If you have distress after eaUng, a feelthe same time with Miss Carrie Spauldis with her sister, Mrs. Bowler.
cine dropper. Get
ing of heaviness in the stomach, nervousMr. N. R. Springer has been absent Ing.
to
Mrs. Charles Prince returned Satur- ness, dizziness, nausea, headache or
the past week on business.
Wool, LEATHER and FUR GLOVES and MITTS, 25c. up $4.
chil- any other symptoms of indigestion, bepay from a four weeks1 visit to her
West BetheL
dren who now reside one each in Port- gin the use of Mi-o-na at once and get
well.
Out of the bosom of the air.
land, Waterville and Madison.
Out of the cloud.folds of her garments shaken
Mi-o-na will give such strength and
Friends of Col. Bradbury regret to
t
Over the woodlands brown and are,
to
and
confinement
tone
to the whole digestive system that
his
illness
of
learn
°*er the harvest fields forsaken,
his room. Col. Bradbury has a fine you can eat anything at any time with"You Blow It to Fill It"
Went and soft, and slow
Norway.
South Paris,
(2 Stores, )
Descends the enow.—Longfellow.
war record, having been chief of artil- out fear of distress or indigestion.
No unclean squirt gun
so much
have
&
Co.
is
a
Shurtleff
He
F.
A.
under
Sheridan.
graduate
"Soft, sweet and sad In Its pathetic (flory.
lery
needed.
BUneh'ne floods tlie earth, of Bowdoin
e
and for many years faith in its superior merits, that they
Jiove.?ber
M
I was one of College,
Like
abright
ending to a mournful story,
You Blow It to Empty It
well-known law- give a guarantee with every 50 cent box
Portland's
of
mirth."
a
Or, In minor tunc, chord
He was district attorney under of Mi-o-na that the remedy will cost
Change the inks at any
Charles A. Dunham has gone to Bol- yers.
President Cleveland. During the pant nothing unless it cures.
time.
to
work.
ster's Mills
BuckIf you want to SELL your FARM, WOOD or TIMBER LOT, or auy other
in
home
his
he
made
has
six years
Sleds and sleighs are being need on
Yon Blow It to Cleaa It
where he has many friends.
field
COBfHie?IOIV£R8· NOTICE.
kind of REAL ESTATE, situated within the State of Maine, or want to BUY any
the roads here this week.
Lewiston OXFORD, SS.
Nov. IS, 1906.
Mies Clara Fogg of the
Blow a little water in
Daniel Glines and wife were recently I
kind of REAL ESTATE, I can All your requirements. It costs the buyer nothing.
Journal was in town Tuesday writing up
and out.
We, the nnderslgned, having been «Inly apvisited by a son from Boston.
minted bv tbe Honorable Addison Ε Derrick,
Miss
news items for her paper.
the
I can Have you money.
It costs the seller nothing unless I sell your property.
eald Countr,
EKgs are of nearly the same price in Fogg has proved herself a very compe- 5 ndge of Probate within and for
YOU DON'T BLOW IT
Commissioners to receive and decide upon the
tbe market as nuggets of gold.
full
1
will
and
particulars
give you
Write or telephone me
tent reporter and wields a racy pen. Her claim· of the creditors of Candle·; Rodger·, late
TO SELL IT
Many deer are being shot in Mason and homo is in Bowdoiuham.
of Ouckfleld, In said Countr, deceased, whose
estate has been represented Insolvent, hereby
There's no need to.
Fryeburg Academy Grant since snow j
of said
—

—

DONT^

SWEAR !

The Crocker

•

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Fountain Pen

REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD

I

came.

Brownfield.

Mrs. A. C. Hobbs was visited last
First Congregational church, Rev. Dr.
week by one of her sons from Conway, I
James J. G. Tarr, pastor. Morning
Ν. Η.
at 10:45 with sermon by the
Edgar Parwell and family are moving worship "The
People's Thanksgiving."
from Gilead to the N. W. Mason farm, pastor,
Sunday School at 12 m. At 7 there will
now owned by Mrs. W. D. Mills.
be a temperance concert. The pastor
Elmer E. Stiles is night watchman in
will give an "Object-Talk" on "Strings
the mill of Merrill, Springer & Co., and
and Chains." As this is the World's
18 eroPI<>yed as clerk in the store
Temperance Day, the W. C. T. U. and
of II. W. Dennieon.
the L. T. L. are invited to attend both
week
was
Berlin
last
in
G.
Whitten
L.
and evening. All will be welmorning
this
in
and
selling apples bought Gilead,
come.
week will take a lot from here to the

I

J8..w,iS

J

give public notice agreeably to the onter
.Judge of Probate, that six months from and
after third Tuesday or September have been
allowed to said creditors to present and prove
their claims, and that we will attend to the duty
as'lgned us at the office of Alfred Cole, Buck·
field, Maine, Saturday, December 8, 1906, and
Saturday, March 9,1907, at 2 of the clock In the
afternoon of each of eald days.
Commissioners.

It sells itself and every
purchaser is a satisfied

HAZEN'S FARM AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY,
Oxford., Maine.

one.

ÛUARANTEED
UNCONDITIONALLY.

ALFREd'coLE,^' j

Prices

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United State· for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
CHARLES E. PATNANDE, | In Bankruptcy,
of Rumford, Bankrupt. J
To the creditor· of Charte· Ε. Patnande, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the 17th day of
Nov., A. D. 1906, the «aid Charles E. Patnande
waa duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
Unit meeting of hi· creditor· will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the 5th day of Dec., A. D. 1906, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at wldch time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and

Lui

12.50,13.50,14.50,
15.50.

FOR SÀLE BY

Jolin Fierce,
SOUTH PARIS, ME.

cXMmM)

PORTLAND, BANGOR AND AUÛUSTA.
Guarantees, by its Postive Position Guaranty, success to the graduate*
Combination Course. Write for particulars. F. L. SHAW, President.

u( its

market.
North Paris.
Everett McKeen and wife have moved
1
Mr. A. J. Abbott has gone to Dorchesfrom Shelburne, Ν. H., to this village,
ter, Mass., to visit his daughter, Mrs.
and occupy the tenement recently
ί M. D. Brown.
cated by A. J. Haskell and family.
Lincoln Dingle, who has been workby many of our people.
was in town Monday.
for Rev. Seth Benson, finished up
of
the
souvenirs
One of the interesting
Oxford.
ing
is
newlv
church
being
The Baptist
work there last week
Hamlin family in the Memorial Hall is
of
Mr.
Silas
King
Welchville,
Eardly
Mrs. George Robertson of South Paris
their family record in needlework, made papered.
Ν. I. Swan, assistant mail carrier on a well known business man, died ai the
by the daughter Anna when seventeen Route No. 1, is in active service during hospital at Portland, Sunday, Nov. 11th. recently visited Mrs. A. B. Abbott.
transact such other business aa may properly
Whatever fancies
come before said meeting.
years of age, in 1822.
Ile was carried to New Sharon for
Mr. Cole's fifteen days' vacation.
Denmark.
South Pari·, Nov. 19.1906.
mind
the
have
girl's
may
occupied
young
WALTEB L. GRAY,
Interesting Christian Science meetings burial.
as she worked with her ailka and chenilles
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel B. Johnson coleReferee In Bankruptcy.
Andrew Faunce of Hammondton, New
are held each Sabbath in the an te-room
and counted the threads of her canvas,
fiftieth
their
brated
anniversary
weddiug
of the Grange Hall.
Jersey, a former resident, visited his at
for the exacting cross-stitch, it is safe to
the
Fellows'
Odd
evening,
Hall,
Friday
Sumner Sessions, a veteran of tho brothers here. He waa accompanied ou
STATE OF MAINE.
There was a large number of
say that her imagination never pictured
Civil War, has been quite ill at his home hie return by his brother, John Faunce, 10th.
Supreme Judicial Court. j
the idra that her work would hang within attendance. OXFORD, 8H.
and
friends
neighbors
tbe
winter
remain
who
will
In Equity, j
through
here the past week.
in the jail, then building, wheu it should
Cook made a very neat and
Mr.
L.
Q.
has
Brett
of
Otisfleld
will
Charles
bought
The Billings School
open again
FRANK H. NOYES vs. OXFORD COUNTY
be conver'e I by her nephew into Hamand presented them
speech
near
the
appropriate
K.
Richmond
A.
all the snap and dash that the
the
Helen
Cushman
Miss
place
LOAN ASSOCIATION.
Monday.
I with some
lin Memorial Hall, to be used as museum
very nice presents. Singing
depot.
will have charge again.
Okijf red, that a hearing be had on the allowMrs.
and library.
b<st tailors can work into them.
ance of the fourth and final account of Slla· D.
Miss Foster has returned from Bridg- by Mrs. Kate 8anborn, reading by
A very interesting meeting was held
Mr. Elmer Andre»·, Receiver of said Association, at the
The Paris Hill Library was representwas called by tbe illne»s F. C. Jewett and music by
E.
where
she
O.
ton
No.
S.,
89,
Jefferson
Chapter,
Court House at Parts In the County of Oxford,
It's time now to think about your new
ed at the meeting of the State Library by
Berry's graphophone were the features on
at Masonic Hall on the evening of Nov. of her mother with pueutnonia.
Tuesday, January 8th, 19»7, at 10 o'clock A.
were
Association on the 14th at Waterville by
and
coffee
Cake
of
the
thereof
notice
evening.
by
The Congregationalist Ladies' Circle
Rounds of
M., and that the Receiver give
line of new coats
Florence B.
9th. Mrs.
We've a
coat.
Persis N. Andrews, and the librarian,
after which there was dancing. causing an attested copy of this order to be pubGrand Matron, was present met on Wednesday with Mrs. John served,
lished three weeks successively In the Norway
which
Mrs. Fred Shaw. The sessions of the Waterford,
the
Victor
Music
are here from the
graphophone
kinds
All
by
to show you.
to inspect the chapter. At the close of Elden.
Advertiser and In the Oxford Democrat, both
convention were animated and of much
i8 voting his daughter, was etijuyed by all. At a late hour all published In said County, the last publication In
the official business the tables were
of
time
interest. The evening program gave
returned home wishing the happy couple each case to be ten days before said
long, loose-back coat to the new formfor lunch and a social time in Mrs. Ralph Edwards.
that all persona Intereated may be
vocal and inntrumental music, two enter- spread
many a long year of happiness and com- hearing,
Mrs.
in
town
While
followed.
heard thereon.
general
up
fitting French back coat. All
East Sumner.
fort.
raining monologues and a fine addresa Rounds was entertained at the home of
Dated at Auburn, Nov. 17, 1906.
A. R. SAVAGE,
by Melvil Dewey, LL. D. The latter Mrs. James L. Bowker.
The death of Abel S. Heald, which
to
$22.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
Terminus of tirand Trunk Pacific.
related largely to librariea as regards
Mrs. Emily J. Felt was called to Free- occurred at East Sumner on Nov. 12th,
A true copy, attest:
their educating power.
V. WHITMAN, Clerk.
the
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from
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another
the
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S
illness
of
removes
the
family
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[L.
port Saturday by
mother, Mrs. Dorcas Bryant. Wednes- late Capt. Hiram Ileal·!, which originally IDEAI. HARBOR AT PRINCE RUPERT ON
Wilson's Mills.
UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS
WEST COAST.
Mrs. Bryant was reported as quite consisted of eleven children, eight of
day
A chicken pie supper vu given at H.
of black kersey
whom were boys. Of this Dumber three
IN THE
She is in her niuety-first year.
low.
G. Bennett's Tuesday evening, he having
MEDIUM LENGTH,
D. E. Hayes, our former station agent, sons and two daughters survive, viz.:
OVERCOATS,
Tourlet
)
(Victoria, Canada,
kindly opened his houne for the occasion. s about to leave the Grand Trunk. He H. H. Heald, Stephen C. Heald, Oscar
REGULAR $10.00 VALUE, WHILE
The grange netted |21 at the entertainP. M. Bredt of Regina, Dominion
MAINE.
baa accepted a position as agent on the F. Heald, Mrs. Emogene Willey and Mrs.
SOUTH PARIS,
ALL SIZES
ment.
of agencies and
THEY LAST FOR $7.
Panama R. R., and will leave for that Alethea Weatherhead. Of the eight government inspector
The following statement contains the name,
Mrs. Dennis Kilgore is a guest at W.
AT
served their country in the foreign colonies, accompanied by Mrs. the amount standing to his credit, the last known
six
PRESENT.
of
December.
first
sous,
the
place
L. Fickett's.
arrived in Victoria yesterday lace of residence or post-office address and the
Mrs. J. L. Bowker went to South civil war, and two, James and Frank, Bredt,
act of death, if known, of every depositor In the
Mr. and Mr*. Geo. Nason have returnto visit fell martyrs to the cause. In respect after attending the New Westminster South Pari* Savings Bank, who has not made a
Waterford
Saturday
morning
ed from their trip to Portland and Gorfair.
or any
and
her daughter, Mrs. Pearle Muller, return- to loyalty to every good moral cause
deposit, or withdrawn any part thereof,
a period of
ham.
"My opinion of Victoria and its sur- part of the dividends thereon, for November
for a cleau record of personal life and
the following Tuesday morning.
ing
next
1,
preceding
said Mr. Bredt, "is suffi- more than 20 year·
The death of Mrs. C. W. Flint occurWhile at Gilead last Saturday Mrs uprightness of moral character, such roundings,1'
11)06, and Is not known to the treMurer to be
bave
that
I
fact
the
red at her new home in Farmington
by
expressed
ciently
Essie Stanley, wife of Ted Stanley, shot families are seldom found. Abel S.
living.
Nov. Oth. By her request she was
opportunity of comHeald, like the other children, hated taken the earliest
a fine deer at a distance of twenty-fivo
J
to spend my summer
bac\
brought here for burial by the side of rods.
again
meanness
of
ing
and
deceit
every
hypocrisy,
and that I have
her kiodred. The funeral services were
form. He believed io a "square deal" holiday with you
held at 2 oclock Friday in the little
Greenwood.
brought Mrs. Bredt this time to share
s
and practiced it.
and
labored
so
this year reshe
had
bave
I
church
long
Home again alter a ramble of more
Recently we much enjoyed a brief call my enjoyment.
were
time
exThe
services
for.
coast
this
west
by
faithfully
trip,
than two weeks, still "this 'side up with from your Green wood correspondent, Mr. peated my
Mtrx
it as far as Skagway. It is cerKev. Mr. Iueson, who had known her in
1906 by Hart Schaffhcr c5
care"—and here goes. We rather ex- Lemuel Dunham. For a man who has seen tending
L. Mixer,
most
former years, and who paid an eloquent
the
country one Clara and
picturesque
tainly
Geo.
to find gome deer steak awaiting over 76 years of active life, he is remarkSophia
pected
tribute to her sterling worth and beautiJan. 23,1883,
could imagine. We were delighted and
No.
1
Lapham,
us on reaching home, after those two ably active and retains his physical and
ful character. The loving mother, the
at its grandeur, it is like sevGEORGE M. ATWOOD, Treasurer.
of snow, and our expection was not mental faculties well. Mr. Dunham is a surprised
!
falls
one wonderful panoin
devoted wife, the faithful friend; as a
eral
Norways
news
of
the
No les* than nine deer reliable and faithful recorder
neighbor we cannot And her equal; in have been reported killed in town, and of the day and his correspondence for rama. Among many other changes for
I noticed was that of
the church work, in the circle, the
the Democrat would be much missed if the better that
still the hunters are after them.
the improved conditions of travel. The
grange, everywhere we miss her cheerDivers letters were waiting to be read, discontinued, lie does not aspire to
were
The
tloral
boat in which we made the trip was
offerings
ing presence.
two letter* of inquiry, which have been the flighty or seneational, but aims to
commodious and comfortable, luxuriousmany and very beautiful. Her bereaved answered.
true records of local events.
May
give
OP THE SEASON. TABLE
fitted with the latest improvements
family bave the sympathy of all in their
Not a large amount of news to tell he live to push the pencil for many ly
IMMEDIATE ATTENTION IP YOU WOULD GET PULL ENJOYMENT OUT
with the additional recommendation of REQUIRE YOUR
irrreparable lose of one who had spent however, some being favorable and some years.
HOLDING A SALE THAT
ARB
WE
ATTENTION.
NEED
MAY
so many years among m.
good cuisine and attendance, a good sea- FURNISHINGS, ROOM FURNISHINGS, AND YOURSELF
otherwise.
TO
Hebron.
boat, a genial commander and pleasant
Bouquet, ruse* an I terns—P. A. Flint.
COURTEOUS CLERKS, PRETTY GOODS. AND PLEASING PRICES COMBINE
Edgar Morgan is having trouble with
WILL ASSIST YOU IN YOUR PLANS.
<ro»e, Mother—Prom her children.
and capable officers. We
a
and
for
Circle
one
Ladies'
of
The
the
use
lost
supper
his eyes, having
gave
PtCow, Sister— Brothers and sisters
MAKE THIS SALE OF VALUE TO YOU AND TO US.
KNJOYKD THK TRIP IMMENSELY
Pillow. Aunt—Daughters of Η. Β Ρlint.
the present, while the other is some- entertainment at the church Tuesday
Wreath—Mrs. S. P. Lary.
two
has
have
as
to
He
affected.
fortunate
what
evening.
were
employed
and
enough
Bouquet, chrysanthemums— Mr. and Mrs. H.
The public lyceum by the students, a fellow passenger, President Hays of
B. Flint
physicians and is now about to consult
His oldest eon, Floyd Mor- which was held in the assembly room the Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad. We
Bouquet, white flowers— Ε. E. Bennett.
an oculist.
Bouqu-t, chrysanthemums, plnka and terns—
These garment* have already establishlargely at- had thus the chance to visit Prince
If you are in Deed of a new fur Hcarf
gan, who was so troubled with rheuma- Wednesday evening, was
S. Κ Hennett and wife.
The DOMESTIC is guaranteed beat in
If the Thanksgiving dinner would be
The style* are
or muff, wo have a large line to select ed their popularity.
A beautiful bouquet from a Farmington asso- tism, has so far recovered as to visit here tended.
Rupert. In my opinion it is an ideal JUST RIGHT the table should be spread make, fit, style and color·.
Hebcon Grange held an all day meet- location for the terminus and the harbor
ciation ami others from neighbors and friends and other places.
right, the materials, workmanship and
from at money saving prices.
necessarily
not
is
in
This
linen.
WRAPPERS
with
here.
FLANNELETTE
gray
are
good
tit are right, the prices
At presright aud canA recent letter from D. 0. Davis of ing Wednesday.
is unsurpassed on the coast
to $20.00;
la in daily
and red with figures and stripe», yoke Isabella and Sable Pox, $5.00
The bearers were her four sons and never Minnesota informs us that the weather
not be beaten.
Several former students and other ent the hydrographie survey is still in- an expense, and table damask
Blended
to
$9.00;
Opossum, $4.50
In this sale are some very attractuse.
trimmed with ruffles, 8 in. flounce,$1.00
was a dearer mother ever laid to rest there bas been fine all the fall, the friends visited here last week.
complete and mariners enter for the
Muskrat, $2.75 to $8.00; Japanese COATS in gray mixtures, 52 inches long,
amid her bed of flowers by more devoted pastures still green and crops all first
Mr. and Mrs. Stobie of Waterville first time with natural caution but once ive designs at reasonable prices.
FLANNELETTE WRAPPERS io fancy
inverted plaits in back, trimmed with
Mink, $9.00; Gray Squirrel, $4.98; Blue
and loyal sons.
class. He has sold his farm and intends spent Sunday at the Home. Their son, having made the entrance they say that 50c. DAMASK of pure bleached linon in
colors with stripes and figures, front
strap, giving empire effect, black colWolf, $9.00; Coney, $2.72, $4.80.
full
Mr. and Mrs. H. □. Hosmer of Nor- to become a citizen of Maine once more, who graduated last year, was with them.
50c.
about
with
fear
have
no
band,
very
would
trimmed
entering
fancy
several high-class designs,
they
lar and cutis trimmed with fancy
blended Muftkrat, $3 98 and
MUFFS,
$125
Dr. McFadycn is on the sick list. It at any time. While we were there the
with
way are guests of S. W. Bennett.
some time in the spring. That is good
back
flounce,
$'J 00
The ASSORTMENT of PURE LINEN
braid,
$7.50 and $9 00;
Gray
$7.50;
Squirrel,
We were schoolmates sixty years is hoped he will be out eoon.
news.
weather was very stormy with a nasty
in
and
PERCALE WRAPPERS
gray, figure*
damask at 59c., 75c., 87c., 11.00
$4.50; Fox, HANDSOME GRAY PLAID COATS,
to
is gaining slowly.
$050;
back
A.
Coney,
Opossum,
8.
is
Mr.
he
are
and
Bumpus
outside.
however,
coming
sea
with
are
glad
trimmed
Inside,
front
ago
running
Newry.
and stripes, fancy
$1.50 is very large and designs
$8.50 and $10.00. These are all pillow
A large amount of applee are being it was perfectly calm, the position being
trimmed with straps of own materials
the remainder of hie days in hi*
$1.00
1 in. band, 8 in. flounce,
Born in North Newry, to the wife of spend
carefully selected.
from here this week.
shape.
and fancy buttons with box plait in
state.
from
the
native
well
shipped
prevailing
protected
a
dark
and flower FLANNELETTE
leaf
WRAPPERS,
Perley Flint, Nov. 12, daughter.
snow
in
NAPKINS
drop,
Erof
CHILDREN'S FUR SETS, Angora,
back, black velvet collars and fancy
winds.
Charley Berry has sent us a picture
Mrs. C. A. Baker of Sunday River has
blue ground, neat figures and stripes,
East Brownfield.
patterns, at 31.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75,
111.60
and Australian Lamb,
the old homestead, taken by one of the
mine,
Mink,
cuffs,
"Certainly," continued Mr. Bredt,
and
1
in.
band,
with
been a patient at the Eye and Bar Infancy yoke trimmed
$2 00, $2.25, $2.50, $2.75, $3.50
amateur photographfrom
$1.25 to $2.75 KERSEY COATS in black, 60 inches
By some mistake the East Brownfield "there is room there for a great city and
being
family,
they
weeks.
for
several
at
Portland
$1.25
firmary
with flounce,
$4.00.
Please items were printed under Brownfield
ers who take some fine views.
Digly Island would make an ideal subHer friends hope she will so far recover
long, collar aud cuffs trimmed with
our warmest thanks, Charley, for last week.
urb or summer resort. Communication DAMASK in heavy oil boiled colore, HEAVY FLANNELETTE WRAPPERS
$10.00
as to be able to return home very soon. accept
velvel and braid, good value,
45c.
at
choice designs in flgures
for
a short va- would have to be
fast
10
in
closed
Nov.
Schools
color,
I
gray
warranted
only,
strictly
the
think,
ferry
by
present.
Mrs. C. O. Moore of North Bethel has
48 inches long,
and stripes, front trimmed with twelve
son of J. A. Titus, for- cation.
in
black
Is
is
narrow
COATS
kersey,
the
assortment
large
The
Ray,
CLOTII.
youngest
dividing
passage
though
TRAT
just returned home from a pleasant visit
box plait aud straps in back, inlaid
Enough snow came last week to make and the distance short; nut greater than
tucks, fitted baok, with two box plaits bave the attention of the housekeeper at
merly of this town, went up country
and of strictly pure linen; 15x23 hemamong friends at South Paris.
neck to waist line, with belt, this season. A visit to this department
on a hunt and suc- good sleighing.
from
others
Vancou17x28
velvet over shoulders, trimmed with
several
and
with
North
Vancouver
between
15c.;
patterns,
stitched,
pretty
Many deer have been taken in town
50
waist
will pay you.
suit, $1
Several deer have been shot around ver city, if aa far; it would be practically
in getting a fine buck deer with
giving effect of shirt
straps, collar and cuffs trimmed with
drawn work patterns with hemstitchsince the late snow. Ε. B. Knapp, Don ceeded
$15 00
damboth
ami
velvet and braid,
ten points. The others are reported as here recently.
10-4
white,
a part of the city.
gray
BLANKETS,
17x27
quality
Bert
Harlow
very
good
and
Flint
ing, 25c.;
Smith, Perley
The Congregational Cirole have a
59c pair
in evisuccessful.
of
is
....
37
l-2c.;
"There
activity
only
double
hemstitched,
equally
plenty
and
this
week.
one
black
ask,
in
gray
have each got
other styles
Prank Brooks has moved to Locke's chicken pie supper at Bradbury Hall dence at Prince Rupert; houses for the
11-4 BLANKE1S in gray, brown and Many
19x20 pure damask, pretty designs of
$.>.'J8 to $20.00
Mrs. Walter Foster has spent three
mixtures from
89c. pair
for the purpose of working in the Nov. 21st.
are being rapidly constructed
only
white,
drawn work, hemstitched, 50c.; 21i30
engineer·
weeks with her parents and friends In Mills
features
ail
the
The styles Include
Mr. R. T. Storer, who has charge of and gangs of men are busy clearing
11-4 BLANKETS, soft and good weight, CHILDREN'S COATS in several differspool factory the coming winter, but exextra fine damask, lily of the valley
Aroostook County.
which are popular and the best materials.
to $7.50
ent colore, from
98c.
pects to return to his farm in the spring. Brownfield High School, will spend the land for the township. Already there is
plain white, white with fancy border,
pattern,
0
GRAY SKIRTS in light and dark,
$1.00 pair
and gray, only
a very serviceable wharf which they inPigs are dying of sore throat as they vacation at his home in Brunswick.
in black aud blue
of linen damask, 31 in. χ 15
SUITS
TOWELS
LovelL
LADIES'
of
side
on
each
tend to extend immediately and every11-4 BLANKETS, soft and heavy, white
usually do about this time of the year,
gored, 5 side plaits
12 l-2c.
....
East Bethel.
in., only
broadcloth, 23 inch tilted coat, two
There is now plenty of snow here for one going that way Monday to the tune
front gore, single plait at each seam,
$1.50
and gray with fancy border,
thing seema to point to quick developof own materials over shoulders
17 in. χ 36
in
It
that
is
straps
but
It
TOWELS
has
$5.08
Bean
to
quality,
Mr.
E.
S.
heavy
thought
gone
Cupsuptic ment."
of 380 pounds.
good sleighing,
11-4 BLANKETS of beautiful graj and
2c.
121
down
and
front, trimmed with braid,
the
the
winter.
to
work
for
will disappear, and that there will be
calm
in.,
is
it
here,
white with delicato border, great
perfectly
Although
BLACK ARMURE SKIRTS, 7 gored,
trimmed to coriesponi with
back
χ
in.
37
all
is
at
Porter
for
Mann
20
Mr.
Nelson
more rains before the ground freezes for
is
wire
visiting
HEAVY HUCK TOWELS,
$8.08
$1.08
humming away
....
value,
Maine News Note*.
I telephone
plaited panel front, only
front, velvet collar trimmed with
25c.
If not there will be a it is worth, producing two distinct Farwell's.
the winter.
and qualities
in.,
SKIRTS in blue and black, BLANKETS of all kinds
PANAMA
and
braid,
plaited skirt, very full, $18.00
as
the
fountains
water
has
home
of
other
Holt
returned
the
Mrs.
J.
L.
while
one
and
continuous,
scarcity
from low to high quality.
sounds,
DAMASK TOWELS, pretty designs
two box plaits in front, back and
She was accompanied by
Edith Moore of Windham, 12 years of
streams are very low.
comes in pulsations—Woo! Woo! Woo! from Boston.
25c.
GRAY CHECKED SPITS, Norfolk coat,
$4 98
nicely hemstitched, 21x39,
sides
Truman Stearns is visiting In New What is the cause of the occasional her eister, Mrs. Win. Torrey.
age, is in the hospital at Portland as the
light "Skinner" satin lining, nkirt
black
in
blue,
SKIRTS
Miss Amy Bartlett, teacher in Rum- result of an accidental shooting. The
BROADCLOTH
York.
humming? And how are the two diswith box plaits in front, back and
each
In
inserted
tucks
Wlllard
four
shot.
met
unina
whom
she
was
are
her
of
home here last gun
A few deer
and brown,
being
$15 00
boy
tinct sounds produced on the same wire? ford Falls, visited
sides
week.
These are something that are very
tentionally discharged, the shot strikseam, trimmed with buttons, very
Knight shot a large one Friday juat oat Come, John, please rise and explain.
08 attractive.
values in plain colors and
$5
Other
Ton will find them EXCELLENT
good
Miss Margaret Whidden gave a "cob- ing her in the neck and mouth. She
of the village on the plains.
pretty,
mixtures.
BARGAINS. Full ranges of qualities CHIFFON PANAMA SKIRTS in black, SWEATERS with high neck, fancy herMrs. Ε. M. Harmon has been to Portweb party" for ber scholars last Friday will recover.
Byron.
and désigna in madras, checks, lawn, silk.
which they all greatly enjoyed.
land a few days.
weave, blouse front, solid
in front, back, and the
evening,
ringbone
box
21
was
plait
less
for
triple
or
more
Adams,
years,
aged
Ansley
been
has
snowing
It
and
A nice treat was served.
$8 50
Harold, son of E. S. Partington, baa
color·, cardinal, oxford and white, for
sides very full,
fonnd dead Monday in a stable in Fort BLACK SATEEN WAISTS, large
the past three or four days, making fine
98c.
Mrs Ezra Chamberlain and children
small tucks in front, large tncka fi
.been quite sick with tonsilitis, but la reonly
He had been drinking a day
who have
Fairfield.
deer
the
hunters,
for
! tracking
98c.
have moved to ber father's home, Mr. N.
SWEATERS with V shape neck, iancy
covering.
back, for only
a dozen
or so and to avoid a policeman two
of
heard
have
We
it.
A. Austin's, for the winter.
weave,
Hex, the 0-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. improved
good quality, blouse front,
friends put him in the stable the pre- PLAID WAISTS, box plait in front,
secured daring the past few
In this department we can save you
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Peare have moved
Preston L. Charles, fell a few steps on jor more
pearl buttons, colon same as above,
three tucks on eaoh side, very stylish.
vious afternoon. Death is believed to
days.
money, just look them over.
his
becreations.
broke
and
with the latest
into Z. W. Bartlett's rent and are workthe stairs recently
leg
$2.50
is
crowded
$1.49
to
The
due
have been
impure liquor.
Rev. W. H. Jackson of North Mon- ins: for him.
and Fancy Weaves at 25c., SWEATERS with V shape neck, leg of MERCERIZED SATEEN SKIRTS, 12
tween the knee and thigh.
home of the young man Is near Plaster MADRAS WAISTS, box plait in front, Plain, Plaids
mouth has been here holding meetings
to finest goods.
Died at the Central Maine General
mutton sleeve, turn back cuffs, pearl
inch flounce with hemstitching aud
75o.,
up
50c.,
B.
Ν.
back.
Centre.
in
tucks
at
River,
aix tncka on each aide,
Byron
at the school house
98c.
at Lewiston, Mr. Charles C. Rock, Toblqne
at
colors same as above, very
shirred
Hospital
ruffle, for only
Locke's Mills.
suitings
buttons,
gray
ESPECIALLY
pretty
home
deer
to
take
small
$1.98
He secured a
Premier Tweedie and Attorney Gen$2.98 IMITATION HEATHERBLOOM Skirts,
....
Bryant, aged 71 years, 3 months.
59c. and $1 00.
heavy,
50o.,
Archie S. Cole and Will McNally of with him.
eral Pugsley, who are arranging fora MERCER'ZED TAFFETA PLAIDS,
!
accordion plaited flounce with ruffle,
Adna Goding of Llvermore has finishAlbany were at W. II. Paru ham's SunNorth Stoneham.
large tncka, fancy collar with bow,
forestry convention at St. John under the
$1.25
day. Mr. Cole went to Island Pood, Vt., ed work for A. 8. Young and returned
$1 98
H. B. MoKeen got a deer Monday and auspices of the New Bciiuswiok governhome.
Monday.
MERCERIZED SATEEN SKIRTS, Irt
will visit Washington soon to MOHAIR WAIST In blaok and white,
ment,
one
Adams
Herbert
got
Tneaday.
Mrs. Nellie Parnham, of West Ellis,
Mr. and Mrs. J. McMann and George
inch flounce with two tucked ruffles
three clusters of pin tnoks down front,
Be<sle McKeen of Albany Is visiting gather ideas on which to work. On the
Rumford, brought her mother, Mrs. 8. Morrison of Ridlonville were guests of
headed with tucks, good value, #1.98
tucks on each side, back tucker
will visit Augusta, Me. to
large
way
they
folk·
on
of
McKeen's
the
G.
L.
H.
to
W.
ridge
Vt,
A. Wells of Craftaburv,
A. S. Toung Saturday and Sunday,
to correspond with front, good value.
SKIRTS, 12 inch
make efforts there to interest the Maine
HEATHERBLOOM
Mountain.
were
botk
Speckled
They
SaturFarnham's Snnday.
ί R. T. Taylor went to Carthage
$2.50
flounce headed with five rows of shir·
Fox of West' authorities In providing facilities for
Andrewsand
Will
until
to
remain
George
atonn
the
compelled by
day and returned Sunday.
Lovell have built them a camp near the storage of a water supply on the tribu- WOOL BATISTE WAIST in all colors,
ring, hemstitched ruffle, beaded with
Dr. S. Taylor preached at West Byron
Tuesday when Mrs. Parnham returned to
$2.75
dust ruffle,
tucked, plain and embroidered,
of Great Brook and are looking' taries of the St John River during the
shirring,
bridge
her home and Mrs. Well· tu hers.
afterhoon.
t*2
OR
it 08 Λ2 sn
Sunday
season.
13 inch
By providing a sufficient
dry
salmon.
SKIRTS,
the
after
ham
MOREEN
Farn
WOOL
ham
and
at
work
Farn
are
Harry
and
James
Percy
Virgil Taylor
The telephone line is completed and. flow at that time, Attorney General LACE NET WAIST8, over silk
flounce with ruffle, sateen yoke, $3 08
are both sick with cold· and sore throats. •t Iollan Farm, Thorndike.
and white, $2.98, $3.75 and $198;
said recently, there would be enZenaa Bartlett was on How· Hill look- ι Jesse Whitney is visiting his brother, Wm. Gammon, J. C. Sawyer, R. M. Mc- ; Pugaley
SILK SKIBTS, 12 in. flounce
TAPFETA
of logs
handsome for evening.
Keen, Wm. Adams and Η. B. MoKeen sured the successful driving
with tucks, acoordion plaited raffle,
ing at timber Wednesday.
P. A. Whitney.
millions are now hung up BLACK TAFFETA SILK WAIST,
where
many
an
instrument
have
each
$4.98
The deer hunters an taking advantage
duct raffle, fia· quality,
Mrs. Robinson of Danville, who has
tuoked and embroidered,
Herbert MoKeen of Lovell la staying at every year, entailing keavy losa or great
of Mm sew mow, trying to secure th«ir been visiting her brother, W. A. Arris,
Many other style· and prioee.
a» Λ
lBoonve&le&oe to operators·
I
$$.60, $8.96 and 94.99
J. 0.
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flrrt Congregational Church. Rev A. Κ- Bald
««rte·. »i A.*,
Pa*tor
Preaching
«lu.
30 p. M
Y. P.
^undav School 12 M·; Yeapere 4
s C. E. t> oe p. M.; Church prayer meeting Wednot
otherAll,
nes-tav evening at 7:4) o'clock.
wise connect»!, are cordially Invited.
Methodist Church, Rev II. A.< llffwr·'. Paator.
tu Sun·lay. uuTnlnif prayer meeting t
S·*»*·»·»
service ΐδ 4Λ
,,reaching
>i.· Kl>w<>rth League Meeting «> 13 P· *-·
P· *· prayer meet
rteul' g prayer meeting 7
ing Τ new lay evenli.g, ο la*» meeting, Friday
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l(aptl-t Church, Rev. ■'· Wallace Che#bro,
<>n -unday, prvachln* «ervtee 10 « *.
Pa-toi
till S« h-κ,Γ li *.. Y. P. H C.B. CIS P.
»
eveu«
prayer meeting 7 λ*> ρ * ; Wo.lnex.lar
Δ.1 are
Seat. free.
lu/ prayer service 7 SO.

"abb

L'ul.ersallat Church, Rev J. H- Little, Pastor
Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45 a. M.
Evening service,
Sua.lay School at 12 M.
p. *.

MKKTINOS.
Lodge, So. 94. Bemilar
Κ t A. M.—Pari
on or before fullmoon
Tue··lav
evening
meting
r.—Mount Mica Lodge. tegular mi«
j
eaen week —Aurora
of
evening
Ink-·. Thursday
Kncaepment,-ret and third Monday evening»
STATED

Ple^Min· Re be hah l odge. So.
l)"of K. —il'iuni and
eacfc
fourtïi I rl'lty*

oi
second
iii'intn In Odd fellow»' Hall.
\ R -W. K. Kimball Post. So. 14\ nsccte
ûr t and thirl satunlay evenings ot each
month. In U. Λ. 1L Hall
Win
K. Kimball ltellef Corp. meets Cim
and third Saturday evenings of e^ch month, in
meets

Keilfrf Corpe Hall.
P. ;>f H—Paris «range, from May 1 to Oct. 1.
drat and third Saturday ; -luring the
m. eta
.in.1er of the ye^r, meeta every Saturda} In
re.

of
I. o. ti. C.—.Second and fourth Mondays
month,
Cit'
Yci
*»Λ
ν
Κ. Ο. I'.—Stony Brook LoUge, No. Ιβΐ.
u fecond and fourth Wednesday evenings
m
of JK"h month.
Κ. of P.—Hamlin Lodge, So, 31, meets every
> r
ay evening at Pythian Hall.
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C. K. Cha*e is at Kumford Falls
Hon

James S.

Wright

Jay several «lays last week.

was

doing

at North

Frank L. Doble of Methuen, Mass., has
beeu in town for a few days visiting his
relatives.

hunting party which went to
with
I'pton got home last Monday uight
The

four ileer.

Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Ordway entertainevena few friends at Flinch Monday
ing of last week.

ed

Irving E. Andrews and Ernest Martin,
who had been at Gilead for several days,
returned home Friday uight with one
good deer.

The Fan-Tans are planning a miustrel
show. There is no doubt that they can
put some numbers on their program
which will bring down the house.

Arthur E. Clark, who went to Bromptonville, tj'ie., two weeks since, has been
of
;it home for the past week on account
him
ill health, which was troubling
when he went to that place.
Mr*. Albert D. Park was in East Sumfew days last week, to stay
ner for a
with her sister, Mrs S. C. Heald, while
Mr. Ileald was in Massachusetts on account of the death of a relative.
Aaron O. Corbett will sell some stock
and farming tools at auction at his farm
next Thursday, Nov. 22, at 9:30 a.m.
Eight cow» and heifers, eight sheep,
work hontt, sleds and wagon»*, farming
tools of all sorts, etc. Free hot lunch
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The Uni versai ist Good Cheer
at its meeting Wednesday transacted
quite a lot of business, part of it being
the choice of a general committee to
have charge of the society'· fair. Kev.
J H I.ittle is chairman, and the other
members are Mrs. J. J. Murphy, Mrs. I.
E. Andrews, Mrs. Theodore 1 haver,
Mrs. Charles H. Thayer, Mrs. George
A. Abbott and the officers of the society.
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Perfumes and Toilet Waters.

couch

Dr. King's

Discovery

New

Artificial Teeth,

ing ίϊL%C0P.yu,0f Lbe

Comfort, Health, Speech,

iwe

Kev. B. S. Hideout

preached

an

inter-

esting sermon to the Epworth League
Sunday evening. H s subject was "How
criminals are made," and he show ed the
dangers of Sunday excursions and a low

of moral conviction. Rev. U. A.
Clifford spoke at the Norway Longrega·
tion.il church on the theme Confronting Life."
ton·'

husband

The J uuiors of the
church h«ve ju.t opened their mite
boxes. These younz people have about
*15.U0 in the bank they also
t«. suDUort a
little colored girl m V e
This is quite a flourishing little
Hocietv and all children who are not interested elsewhere are invited to atten
^
Meetings are held Wednesday at f»ui

jre ^ping

louth

««»«·£"-
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by being:
8how their
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Concert at 4.

N"ov. 10. The names of scholars not
absent uue-half day were Herman Bryant, Martha Porter and Elias McKeen.
Harold Porter missed one-half day on
"Rubber
The l«ce entitled
account of sickness. Two prizes for
with the following
spelling were given to Harold Porter and Boots" will be given
The following
pro- cast of characters:
Klias McKeen.
ttub„ CUrk.
Sophie
gramme was carried oui :
Ethel Benneit
l.ou,
Concert reatllog, I Remember. I Kt member.
Burne·.
Helen
Sch >°1' Pauline
,11er Maxlui.
Tramp
Recitation, The Village Black-mltb,
Herman Brvaut.
A successful sale was held Friday
Recitation, Hickory, Dlckory, Dock,
Martha Porter. afternoon and evenine at the Bapta
I.eon Fi-lton
Recitation. The Pnalrn of Life,

~kxSS Z7%'oc^ont
°°n»T

5ÏÏ&^d™,K!
«Swy
«M
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,K!laa McKeen.

5»S-.

Kecltatlon, Thanksgiving at the Moon.

Heruian Bryant.
K«ko Nlckersoi·.
Harold Porter

Flower·,
Iila Greeley.
John McKeen
Recitation, Robert of Lincoln
l)ay„ Martha Porter
Thanksgiving
Jiecltatloi),
Ma Greeley
Recitation, Mak'n^ ('alls
School.
Concert rea ling, The Bull-le™.
School.
Salute
M aujokik Ps.Ni.Kr, Teacher.

SKSÎ-i

..

readings.

.olo. and duet., and

Those not absent one

day

Shurtleff Intermediate School
1

lows;

Hanl'l *l>l>ott.

Mary CUnorU.

nfJu*rto«!cbor
\î° râ Hiiîrett
iuSbMuSy

VnJPavne

McKeen.
Phyllis Taj lor,;
1.11 tan

from the
fol-

are as

E?ieet Kerry.
Dean.

Fletcher,
Llnle K» ne.
Nettle Newell,
Alice Pierce,
Ear!

SSrt^hSete·

jM^CuX«-cher.
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house and left it in Mr. Park's office. by the death a few years ago of the
When court adjourned for dinner I youngest son, Jacob M.
went to the office but found the doorj
The beauty, grandeur and sublimity
locked. I must confess I was somewhat of the mountains seen in aride from
disappointed at first, but I happened to North Conway through Crawford Notch
think, Well, A. D. Park don't play any to tabyans is unparalleled in our country,
of his tricks on me. So I quietly walked and can not be fully realized except by
down to the Universalist Association, trip thereto. It was our pleasure to regot a good dinner and had it charged to ; turn from Fabyans to Conway this season on a lovely September day just beA. D. Park.
In a day or two I took the train for fore sundown. Passing through the
Rumford Falls, and found everything in
Notch" via the M. C. R. R., on our
fairly good condition. I stopped two ruîht were the gigantic mountains towervisited
and
of feet, casting
days, then went to Buckfield
the old farm and old neighbors a few ! their dark, shadows across our way
where
a
dark
to
North
then
back
while
across
Turner,
valley were
days,
deep,
(
I am ready to do business with neatness the tops of other towering mountains
William Cushman.
whose summits were
and dispatch.
by the rays
of the setting sun. It was a scone to»
ι
«Bolster.
Chapman
sublime for word pictures and beyond
A quiet but pretty wedding took place the skill of any artist to reproduce on
last
at the residence of N. D. Bolster
canvas.
Sordid the eoul that feels no
Wednesday evening, when the elder impress of the glory of the scene. With
Miss
Mrs.
and
of
Mr.
Bolster,
the rich autumn foliage tinting the
daughter
Elsie May, was united in marriage with landscape, and the rays of the setting
Mr. Donald Pay son Chapman. Kev. A. sun adding the finish to the divinity of
K. Baldwin of the Congregational church the picture, it was simply indescribable.
officiated, using the single ring service. Words, however expressive, fail here
Only the two families were present. and we loave the splendor of the scene
After the ceremony refreshments were to the reader's fond imagination, hoping
served.
that some fine day he may behold a
The young couple are spending their similar sight and receive the inspiration
honeymoon in Bethel, and intend set- sure to be gained thereby.
Slocum.
tling there for the winter, where Mr. I
Chapman will engage in lumbering.
Prison.
from
State
Bold
of
are
Escape
Both young people
graduates
''
Paris High School, Mrs. Chapman iu the
One of the most exciting things that
class of '03, and Mr. Chapman in the haa happened in Maine in a long time
class of '00, and are well known in town, was the escape of the negro, Minot St.
where they have many friends who wish Clair Francis, from the state prison at
them a long and happy life.
Thomaston last Monday, and the chaso
Many presents were received from which followed. The escape was one of
relatives and friende, including silver, the boldest ever made from that institucut glass, china, etc.
tion. While the prisoners were being
Mr. Chapman is the son of George Λ. marched back from the workshop to
Chapman, who caiue to this town from their cells, he bolted from the line,
Bethel a few years since. Mrs. Chapman ecaled a fence and got away. A little
is the daughter of N. D. Bolster, presi- later he stole a team which he drove a
dent of the South Paris Savings Bank, few miles and then abandoned.
and a leading business man and citizen
A hunt for Francis has since engaged
of the town.
a large number of men—state officials,
United States officials, and even a comOilman Pardon Hearing.
pany of militia have been employed at
At the session of the executive council it, the militia being called out at Bath
banks of tho
on Thursday there was given a hearing in the night to patrol the
when it was thought that
on the petition for pardon of Kphraim Kennebec
Oilman. Gilman was arrested in 1861, 1'rancis was somewhere in Woolwich on
river. Even in
charged with the murder of Mrs. Harriet the other bank nf thewhich
was one of
B. Swan of Pryeburg. He was convict- Newburyport, Mass.,
force of
ed, thu case was appealed and a new trial Francis' old haunts, an extra
it was rumorwas denied, and in 1863 he was sentenced police were put on because
The defence ed that he was headed for that city.
to state prison for life.
Meanwhile "a large, surly lookiug
contended that Mrs. Swan committed
negro1' was seen in several widely dissuicide.
At the hearing Thursday Gilman was tant towns of the state, and Francis
from all
represented by Joseph Ë. Moore of ί stories and rumors were heard
Thomastou, who expressed his belief in directions.
Francis and a white man named WilOilman's innocence. The testimony of I
the state prison officials is that Gilman liam Plielps were sentenced to sixteen
has always been a model prisoner, and is J years in the state prison for entering a
and shootone of the most trusty inmates of the in- building at Red Beach, Maine,
ing the watchman, James Brown, on the
stitution.
The petition was opposed by Mrs. {15th of last January.
For several days it was supposed that
Mary Fi field of Pryeburg, daughter of
Mrs. Swan, who declared that she should Francis had been surrounded on Beaufear Oilman if he was released, and that champ Point in the town of Rockport.
that
he had no relatives to take care of him. There was unmistakable evidence
Col. E. C. Parrington, formerly of Prye- he had entered some of the cottage·, of
on the Point.
burg, who lived near the scene of the which there are a number
affair and was familiar with the circum- A large force of armed men guarded the
Point night and day, and one of the
stances, also opposed the pardcn.
Decision was reserved by the council men in the patrol was mistaken for
Francis and shot in the leg by another
until their December meeting.
!I member of the guard. On Sunday the
swamp in which Francis was supposed
Paris School Notes.
to be hiding was thoroughly searched,
Nearly all the common schools have but no trace of the man was found, and
begun on winter terms. A few teachers the search was abandoned. It is supresigned on account of health and their posed that Francis eluded .the guard,
places are filled by students iu Bates and his present whereabouts is unCollege.
known, but he will probably be seen in
There will be a meeting of teachers of numerous places in the course of the
our town in the South Paris Grammar next few days.
School next Saturday at 10 A. M. Miss
Not Yet Birds.
Iva McArdle has kindly consented to
A new era in aerial navigation is hailspeak on drawing in different grades.
Some teachers will speak of the Lewis- ed because Santos-Dumont has flown a
ton convention. School laws and other distance of 685 feet with a machine that
Items will be considered.
So did Hiram
is heavier than air.
All teachers are advised to ventilate Maxim fly, but he gave np working on
their school rooms and to All them with the problem after spending thousands on
fresh air every hour at least. Brief it. And Lllienthal was accustomed to
gymnastic exercise* ought to be taken scale down from a height, on wings which
while rooms are ventilated. Citizens ! gave him a partial support, until one
The airship
are reauested to visit schools and to day he Ml and was killed.
ia a dream, but it is as yet only that.
sugges improvements.
Howakd A. Clifford, Supt.
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days, but for the first time Sunday
reached bis chair.
Henry J. Bangs has lost a valuable
horse, the one he bas used in his delivery team for some time.
C. Rufus Rice, who for some time has
worked for the H. F. Webb Co. at Readfield, has returned to Norway.
Elwood Brooks, on account of difficulty with his eyes, has been obliged to
give up his work with O. P. Brooke.
The Congregational church fair will be
held Wednesday afternoon and evening,
Dec. 5.
Capt. Nash, R. I. Trask, L. Asbton,
W. Moore, Geo. Cullinan, and Ralph
Ilarriman are a few of the Norway boys
who are interested in football games.
The ladies of the Universalist society
will furnish a supper at Concert Hall
Tuesday evening, the 20th. An entertainment will follow, "Per Telephone,"
given by South Paris talent, also an autumn leaf drill by six young ladies of
South Paris under direction of Miss Iva
McArdle. There will be music by Mrs.
Kimball, Mrs. Cowan and Miss Noble.
Union Thanksgiving services will be
held Wednesday evening, Nov. 28th, at
the Baptist ohurch at 7:30 o'clock. All
the churches and people are invited to

appendicitis.
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The time has arrived when artificial teeth are as essential as food and

clothing.
Our

Dentures

the

are

most

Natural and Perfect Reproduction of
the teeth that nature gives.
We should be
our

pleased to show you
prices.

teeth and give you

INQUIRE

for

our

$5

teeth.

Men's Gloves and Mittens,

AXD ADMITTEDLY THI

Leading Agricultural Jonrnal of lie worlt

Every department written by specialists, the
highest authorities In tbcir respective lines.
No other paper pretends to compare with U
In qualifications of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by others.

Maine.

your natural teeth
and Insert artificial ones the aame day
If you eo dealre.

OS MARKET

SPECIMEN COPIES

A dog, white, marked with black,
Owner can have him
collar on.

will be mailed free on request. It will pay anybody interested In any way in country life to
send for them. Address the publisher» :

CHARLES A. ALLEN'S,
South Paris, Me.

Albany, Ν. T.
Subscription- taken at tills office.

proving property.

Call

LUTHER TUCKER & SON,

at

Street,

About the State.
At a trial in Lewieton recently one of
the witnesses was Ex-Governor Garcolon,
aged 04. Although on the etand half an
hour he refused to be seated, though
reapeatedly urged to sit, and he showed
a better memory than
many of tho
younger witnesses.

turbine steamer Governor
Cobb, of the Eastern Steamship line,
made a record from Eastport to Portland Wednesday, when with a favoring
new

breeze and water comparatively smooth
she made the run in 10 honrs and 50
minutes, an average of 17 3-11 knots for
the 100 miles.

The latest boom town in Maine is to
be known as East Miilinocket and bids
fair to surpass anything else in Maine
and boasts of the largest paper mill in
the oountry. Hundreds of men are at
work and what last, spring was but α
forest will soon be a prosperous manufacturing town.

The Maine State Pomological Society
at its annual meeting at Harrison last
week elected the following officers:
President—Z. A. Gilbert, North Greene.
Vice-President·—D. P. True, Leede; E. L.
White, Bowdola.
Secretary—D. H. Knowlton. Farmlngton.
Treasurer— E. L. Lincoln, Wayne.
ExecuUve Committee—C. E. Wheeler, Cheatervllle.
A YEAR OP BLOOD.
The year of 1903 will long be remembered in the home of F. N. Tacket, of
Alliance, Ky., as a year of blood; which
flowed so copiously from Mr. Tacket's

lungs that death seemed very near. He
writes: "Severe bleeding from the lungs
and a frightful cough had brought roe
at death's door, when I began taking
Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, with the astonishing result that
after taking four bottles I was completely restored and as time baa proven permanently cured." Guaranteed for Sore
Lungs, Coughs and Colds, at F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store. Price 60c
and 11.00. Trial bottle free.

By a deeision handed down from the
law court last week, the will and codicils
thereto of Solomon H. Chandler of New
Gloucester are sustained. This waa an
important case, aa Mr. Chandler's estate
amounted to about a million dollars.
Tbe decision gives bis heirs about half
of it, whereas if the decision had been
the other way tbe whole estate would
have gone to the American Board ol

$2.50.

Presses.

SQUARB1,
MAINE.

PATHS.

SOUTH

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS to RAIN·
EUS OP LABUEil CLUBS.

rour Month# Trial Trip 50 cents.

Found.

Apple

Baskets and

WISH TO

KEEP VP WITH THE TIHES.

We can extract

cts. to

Oil Cloth Stove Mats in all sizes.

INDISPENSABLE TO

FIt· Subserlptioat, 16.60.

10

Β. & H. No. 2, Centre Draft Nickel Lamp, complete with 10 inch shade and chimney $1.39.

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS

Slafl· Sobierlptloa, $1.60;
Two Babserlptlons, $2.60;

THE DENTIST,

[Maine.

Department Store Specials.
Blankets 55 cts. to S5.00 per pair.

1831

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper,

WHO

Chas. Buck,
South Paris,

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

Stores, {S1™»·

Ν. Dayton Bolster & Go.

Chuck the Oil Can

is dirtier than dripping oil.
Ordinary
separators use oil only once, tin·π let it drip
But Sharpies Dairy Tubular Cream
away.
Separators are different—they use tlie name oil

Notbing

cream

over

been
for

and over and don't drip a drop. If you Lave
using an oil can, chuck it aud get a Tubular,

TUBULARS DON'T NEED IT.

Tubular gears and bearing are wholly enclosed
entirely self-oiling—not an oil hole on the
Dairy Tubular. To oil the Dairy Tubular, sim-

and

cave once
pour a spoonful of oil into the gear
Gears and bearing
twice a week—that's all.
run in a mist of oil thrown up by the revolving
of the many
gears. Perfect oiling is only one
It's a fine machine and
Tubular advantages.
I waut to
saves its cost every year yon use it.
Cet
show you a Tubular. Drop in and see one.

ply

wax

Christmas and New Year's Holidays.
Mrs. Martha Row· died Saturday a!
It is understood that the Grand Trunk
A Nice Piece of Venison.
the home of her daughter, Mr». J·*
will introduce for the
Not many days since a hunter who Rai'way System
March, where .he has lived for som«
holidays a pleasing innoHer age was nearly 88 years lives a little distance from the village re- approaching
vears.
vation in the way of excursion /ares,
For some year» Mr». Rowe ha· been it turned home from a trip with a good
and that the publio will be able prior to Commissioners for Foreign Missions.
feeble health, and for the past year anc deer, and promptly sent a generous
and during the Christmas and New
ha. been entirely helpless sample of the meat to a friend in the
MADE HAPPY FOR LIFE.
Year's holiday·, to visit their friend· on
hli
he
called
next
The
name
up
day
village.
Mm. Rowe's maiden
a liberal baai· of reduoed fare· that are
Great happiness oame Into the home
;
friend
H.
Swi«
I Her flist husband was Joseph
by telephone:
to be much appreciated.
of S. C. Blair, school superintendent, at
"Hello! Say, have you eaten that veni- likely
of Paris, and three children were bon
St. Albans, W. Va., when bis little
son
ol
Mr.
8.11
death
th.
yet?"
» them,
Peculiar Tow·, This.
daughter was restored from tbe dread>
"Sore."
,b. married Hubbard
Minot St. Clair Pranoia, the Negro ful complaint he names. He says: "Mj
"How did it go?"
had St Vitus Dance,
[
"Elegant; not qnite so gamey as some convict who escaped from the state little daughter no treatment bat gren
aren, an ι»ν·«»«
e»ift of Paris I've eaten, but I like it all the better foi prison last Monday, haa not been seen In which yielded to
steadily worse until as a last resort w<
Paris.
! that."
tried Electric Bitters; and I rejoice to
»
"Well, say—or—I made a mistake oi
South Par». The tunerj
Job Dobe, a Syrian of wlioae history say, three bottles effected a complété
when I sent it down, and Instead o!
that
Re*·
J
attended
by
forenoon,
Monday
known here, was mangled tu cure." Quick, sure cure for nervoui
of th.
picking up the package of venison I nothinginisthe
femail
paper mill at Woodland complaints, general debility,
of beefsteak thai ; death
: picked np a
Row. hmi b«n . m.mb~o«
package
in the weaknesses, impoverished blood and
While
fron
working
home
Wednesday.
had
sister
just brought
my
ί wood chopping room alone, he fell lntc malaria. Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtlefl
r the village."
Λ Co.'s drug store. Prioe 60c.
the oblp aoreea.
1
Tableau
at Wsat Sumnar.

L half the

substitution of

SKILLFULLY MADE.

no

not contented and roturned to the old
homestead occupied by Mrs. Caldwell,
where he died.

The

the

ARTIFICIAL TEETH

Rollin Towne, born in Norway Feb. 17,
1S29, died at his North Norway home by
Wednesday, Nov. 14, of cancer. Mr.
Towne married Nancy J. Hayes, who Park
passed away some years ago. He was
one of Norway's best known and most
successful farmers. Some years since
he left the old home for a home with his

daughter, Mrs. S. J. Caldwell, but

greatly enhanced by

will be

attend.

Lucia Buck, daughter 01 waiter i.
Buck, returned from the hospital Saturday where she has been for treatment for

Appearance
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F. A.SHURTLEFF & CO.

Wanted.

52»11
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loyalty
their mite.
District closed contributing

delightful sooial evening.

cali°ty8Pent

wn|by Μτ

that is about as good a recommendation
of a story as we en make.

party

I

maffi'rinn

11

a
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Parie
The members of the South
Dramatic Club, which recently repeated
"A Woman's Honor" at Oxford, "blew
io" the proceeds of that trip at a very
pleasant little party in Fan-Tan nail
Tuesday evening. When it is under
stood that the net proceed» were #2 30.
or 23 cento each for the ten people in tht
cast, the significance of the club moth
appearing ou the invitations. "Skidoi
23," may be appreciated. Under th<
circumstances, it was entirely appro
priate that the affair should be a &
party. The first number on the pro
in whicl
gram was progressive angling,
the capture of a 23 took away all th<
rest of the score. This was followed bj
a 23 hunt, the 23's being concealed abou
the room. Harold Fletcher won thi
prise, which was 23 pieces of candy. Thi
success of the affair in all its features is
largely due to the leading lady and thi
soubrette of the company, who hat
general charge of it. They are also re
sponsible Jbr the extent to which the 2i
cento was spread out. Besides payinf
the general expenses of the evening, i
produced unlimited quantities of choco
late fudge, coooanut fudge, molasse
candy, popcorn, stuffed dates, coffe
ft WeUb nurebir, tod perhaps nom
Th
other Incidentals now forgotten
numbered nearly twenty, and ha

S. B. & Z. S. Prince.

ïnrï® ^
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Recitation, Farmer John.
Recitation, The Reaper ami the

Vnii Nppditie·

___

Γ*Ι îhè

Recitation, Boys Wante.1

Have You Seen
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that, for the doetor had the
twotonneau taken off, making it a
seated carriage. It will not be run much
Portfrom
this year, but as it was run up
o'clock.
land Wednesday in live hours, through
and
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slush,
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the doctor thinks it has demonstrated its
recent convention held by the W.
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Monday evening by Mrs. Harry Morton ludian summer day.
and Mrs. Effie Howe at Mrs. Morton's.
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and piano duet, Mrs. Penfold aud Mrs. most elaborate feature of which was a
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time
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event. This year Mr. Ernest Lealand Kenney and Miss Hazel Swan, South Paris, Me.
th« tale of their anguish and terror.
man.
expressing it to be a most enjoyable oc- the
Kernlce Edwards, both of Sooth Parts.
If it is expected to be the beet yet.
I he scene can only be imagined
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and Mise Elsie M.
0r divine interposition
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i, warned them to remain in his son, sang at the E. A. Maxwell musi- Holster, both of SouthChapman
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and
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law
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bonds
wife
visited
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Mr. Freeland Howe
A series of private skating parties, to and as many more. The cousins sepa- crowd gathered to witness its work of
In South Paris, Nov. 17, Mrs. Martha Rowe, demands against the estate of said deceased are
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Morrison at Rnmford aged 82 years, 10 months, 2 days.
desired to present the same for seulement, and
We have just received η new lot of
bo hold in New Hall, has been arranged rated for their respective homes, part of untold power and might.
in East Sumner, Nov. 12, Abel S. Heald, aged all Indebted thereto are requested to make payweek.
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this
^cident. pertaining to the
by people interested, and it is expected the party going by the way of Water73 years.
ment immediately.
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Drake
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Mrs.
that
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that the first one will be on Friday even- ford. Those present were: Luther
given by historiaus j
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In LewWton, Charles C. Bryant of Bethel,
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busiMonk and wife, Guy M. Monk, J. Fred
aged 71 years, S months.
ter8' a" of which hae a" soon to retire from the millinery
iug of this week.
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in ter
est of a romance, yet to us it ness. Mrs. Drake has enjoyed a most
Monk and wife, narry Monk, Geo. H.
The invited sociable at Good Cheer Richardson and
years, 8 months, 27 days.
wife, North Bridgton; lacks tbe intense interest given by one successful trade from the time she comIn Portland, Nov. 11, Silas E. King of WelchKILLthe
Hall will be held on Tuesday evening of Mrs. Kate
Merton Holh'8 ear,ier J®8™ ,n the lo- menced.
Holden,
vllle, aged SS years.
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Though it may be a little early to purchase for Christmas, we
this week. AU the attendants at the
and CURE THi LUNC8
Thursday, Nov. 22d, the ladies of the
Willard E. Bryant and wife, West
den,
should like to have you come in and see the elegant assortment we
members
of
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Universalist church over 15 years of age
assisted
by
Before coming to Sumner Mr. Willey M. E. church
Paris; L Kimball Stoue and wife, llerare iucluded in the iuvitation.
bert P. Hammond and wife, Ernest F. resided near North Conway and was the Epworth League, will have a sale at
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alike.
Roger & Gallet and Goetting. In fancy packages 25 cent» to $4.00.
West Paris; Geo. Wheeler and wife, those granite hills inspired him for bis i help the workers and purchasers
Mark Richardson or at the parsonage.
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F. H. Noyes is in Boston, New York,
In
Waterford. Mr. Wheeler is a distant successful work as a beloved and able !
bulk, 50 cents to $1.50 per ounce. Toilet Waters 25 cents to
to
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ten days
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cousin,
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WARM FOOTWEAR
We have

a

large line of

a

plain, $1.50

T. M. DAVIS, South Paris, Maine.
Manager Oxford County Creamery.

Footwear that will keep
your feet warm and comfortable during the cold
winter.
MEN'S FELT BOOTS,

catalog.

5-A HORSE BLANKETS!
BUY YOUR HORSE A

than
Because they are the strongest and fit the hor»e better
I hive a
cost no more than any other.
and
make
other
any
in all sizes and
large assortment of the famous 5-A blankets

and $2.00

MEN'S FOXED FELT BOOTS, with Rubber
$2.50
Heels and Soles,

grades.

JAMES N. FAVOR, &°sfstthoerI.ucker
Maine.

WOMEN'S FELT BOOTS, plain and foxed,
$1.25 to $1.50

We

Lumbermen's Wool Boots,

Furnisher,

ready to do all kinds of

Wood, Iron and Fainting.

MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S OVER-

F. PLUMMER,

are

Carriage Work.

Rubbers, Moccasins, Overshoes, &c.

J.

Norway,

Ol Main St.·

ALSO A LARGE LINE OF

SHOES AND GAITERS IN GREAT VARIETY.

BLANKET

5-A

Plows and

I

ME.
31 Market Squire, SOUTH PARIS,
Telephone 106*3.

Walk Over Shoes, $3.60, $4.00
and $5.00. Fitzu, $3.50 and $4.00.

repairs constantly

Also all kinds of work
ed to

by

usually

Carriage

work

by

Foundry

work

by

Carriage

and ornamental

hand.

done

H.

at a

Castings of ali kinds made to order.

carpenter's shop

will be attend

MUZZY.

F.

H.

I

on

MARSHALL

MELLEN J. CUM MINGS.
painting by

JULIUS A.

RECORD.

Iroquois, $3.00. Other lines for cunniNQs hanufacturinq co.
the F. C. Merrill Foundry and Agricultural Works,
$2.50, $2.00, and $1.50.
at

Every

line

a

bargain,

can

be found here.

all kinds of footwear at the

right price.

Also

a

full line of

Call and

; OPERA HOU8E BLOCK,

Smiley Shoe Store,
.

-

BOSifltSS COLLEGE;;:
thorough!/

see us.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Successors to

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY, MAINE

-

'/Τ/?',

t

ΑΕΙ.

school of liujiness training in the Mate
To all graduates oi the con.biatd
we guarantee s position or refund
half of the tuition money. Find cmploy-

^

which students can pay board while at·
school. Srnd for illustrated eclogue,
ΑΜνμ. BUSS BUSINESS COLLEGE. UwistM. Ni

tending

HOMKMAKBBS' (JOLUM!*.

Your Sick Child

Column, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Pari·» Me.

cu't tell you what it has or how it feel·—it only ahowa it la
eck and miserable. If it is restless and peevish, doesn't sleep
well, has pains in the stomach and bowels or has an erratic
is stomach or pin ·ιιι·ι
appetite the trouble undoubtedly that
famous οία life saver
Give the little one a few doses of

A Box of Homemade Candles.

SST^TrlaacU.
1. A room need for entertaining
3. Not
2. Another time.
company.
4. Falsehood. 5. A preposicommon.
tion. 6. A letter In character.

be^

S&?^8£&S:
}unotlJn>

CHOCOLATS

PANOCHE.

might have seemed that plain
panoche was quite good enough, but
some enterprising girl by the addition of

Mr

8lve",

κίϊοΐ

Cure^^àd't^^^u^from

ESaifeS
'^L^vS

Roofing With
Money-back

number of objects In
There
this puzzle beginning wltli the letter c.
—New York Tribuue.

Guaranty

Roofing-

Paroid Lasts

Longest

Because i t is made of the best felt—made in our own
mala (established in 1617); other manufacturers buy
their felt oubude ar.J simply saturate and ooat it.
Becauceit is vxiktil (not dipped) in a saturating
compound *> h ici makes it water proof in every fibre.
Because it isc< >ated on bot h sides with the strongest,
thickest, smoothest, tuwjkeat, most flexible coating
drv-s, .ΐϋ·1 w·· will s· nd you a check
usedonany
midy roofing. Don't take our word aloe·
inthe
roofing
for the full cost of
for it. Compare l'aroid with any other. You can see
cluding the cost of applying it.
and feel t!io difference. Paroid does not break or
crack in the coldekt weather or run ta hot weather.
Because it is applied with our patented square,
both
side»—the
on
only caps that will not rust, work loose
—water
proofed
rust-proof cap
and causa leaks.
it lasts
Theso are some of the reasons why we can girt Paroid so strong a guaranty wAy
soloti£— why it is so largely us.il by the U. S. Uov't., railways, factories and farmers everywhere.
All we ask is that you try it, on our money-back guaranty.
If your dealer cannot supply you, don't take a substitute but send for samples and prieefc

l'aroid; open it; int;apply it to your r»of,
at 1 -f then you are not satisfied
thr.t y-'U have tl»o brat ready rooting
made, sead us your name and ad-

BUYs,

lot of

οre
χι

BUILDING PLANS FREE

plans

for Practical Farm

Buildings.

S. P. MAXIM &

Better do it at

once.

SON, Agents, South Paris, fie.

A LOA PRICE

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Carpets Stove Wood and

Wool

patterns and clean

to close out odd
up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,

headache. constipation, bad breath
general debility, aour risings, and catarrh
ot the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
This new discovKodol cures Indigestion.
ery represents the natural Juices of dlge··
Hon as they exist in a healthy stomach,
oombined with the greatest known tonio
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure doea not only cure Indigestion
M··.

but this famous remedy
all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S. S. Bal. of Ravanawood. W. Va., aayac"
and

dyspepsia,

owes

I waa traablad with
Redo! carad ne «ad

lour atontach
we ara now

new

Ko4oi Digests What You Eat.

Sold

by r. A. Shuitleff Λ Co.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings si.

High

Grade Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,
E. W.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !
I will furnUh DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
Slae or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window 4

Call and

charge

for team.

bing

p-omptly

Job-

1j. M. Iiongley,

Ma;ne.

Norway

Water Co. of

Kinst Mortgage Four per cent
bund·» iu 1100 and |500
Price 101.

year

Fur Sale it

practiced.

2. Along the Po

pieces.

Norway National Bank.

WOrK HORSE FOR SALE.

Near Fair Grounds.

Engine and Boiler

For ft ale Cheap.

Second hand, six horse power
engine and eight horse power boiler.
Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.
Petition for

Discharge.

)
HALL,
[in Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. (. i.akknck IIale, Judge of the DisIn the matter of
KLHiAtt IS.

trict Court of the Unite·! States for the District
of Maine:
Hi A It H. IIALL, of Rumfovd, 'n the County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
District, respectfully represent» that on the Uth
of
Nov., last pant, he waa duly adjudged
•lay
bankrupt under the Acta of Conipesa relating to
Bankruptcy; that be has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property, and baa fully
of said Acte
compiled with all the
and of the order* of Court touching hie bankruptcy.
Wherefore lie pray·, That he may be decreed
by the Court to nave a full discharge from all
del>b> provable against his estate under «aid
bankruptcy A eu, except such debts aa are excepted by faw from such discharge.
Dated this SUt day of October. A. D. 1906.
EDGAR B. HALL, Bankrupt.

El

requirement»

Or«l«r

of Sotie· Τ her «ou.

Dihtkht or Maine, m.
On thl.« luth 'lay of Not., A. D. 1906, on reading
the foregoing p*. t'ltlon, It Is
< >plervl by I be C>urt. that a bearing be had
u|>on the saute ou the 3uth <lay of Nov., A. D.
1 «»;. before aal«l Court at l'ortlantl. In said Die
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that notice thereof I* published In the Oxfonl Democrat, a newspaj>er printed In aald DUtrict, and
that all known creditors, and other person· In
Interest, may appear at the saltl time and place,
auil show ciui-e. If any the»· have, why the
pra-erof sal<1petitioner should not be grante-l.
And It It further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copie· of said petition and this order, addressed to them at tnelr place· of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Ci akk.nce Hals, Judge
of the «aid Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 10th day of Not
A. D. 1»«.
JAMK8 K. 1IKWKY, Clerk.
(L. 8.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
J \ M £3 K. UKWKY, Clerk.
Attest

The house and land belonging to the
eetate of the late Mr*. Sarah W.Hewett,
aituated in the center of the Tillage, baa
two apartments of seven and eight rooms
and Job Work. with shed·, large attic, «ko., and is in
excellent condition. The grounds are
extensive, containing additional house
M uche<! Ilard Wu-»l r'.oor Koanls for tale.
lots.
W. T. IIKWETT.
E. W. i ll %\IH,Fit.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Pari·.
Maine.
....
Weit Sumner,

Planing, Sawing

(r&wford
^^/Qoking4^nges
more

improve-

ments than all other

ranges combined:

Single DtmjMr (patented), worth th· price of tho range;
Improved Dock-Ash Groto (patented), mvm fuel,

night; Aabe«to»-BecK OvoB. quickest,
surest baker ever constructed; Cup·Joint Oven Flue·»
never leak, economize heat, make hotter oven; Reliable
Oven Indicator, telle condition of oven accurately, not
affected by smoke or greaae.
over

Sm»d fmr (llmtfaM clrcmlmr.

WALKER ft PRATT MFC. CO.. 31-35 Union St, I

were

not

strut-

I aiu Mr. Α.Γ' "ludeed!" said the lawyer. "Take two chairs!"

until light colored.

Chocolate creame are eaeily made acdirections:
to the following
Break the white of an egg into a small
into
a
large bowl and
cup: turn out
measure in the cup «»«tly the
quantity of water; add to the egg and
work into this with a fork as much
XXX sugar as it will take up, which will
probably be two or three ounces over a

cording

Answered.
finished without butwet? A coat of paint
aching tooth impose
Because it
sufferer?

Conundrums

his Jaw.

pound-perhaps a little more-according

Queen of Today.

to the size of the egg; work to s mass
until smooth and form into small balle,
laying them on waxed Ρ»Ρ«γ· ire··
half of an English walnut on either side
of some of these for cream walnuts and
dip others into melted thick sweet
chocolate. By adding a few drops of
oil of peppermint to the sugar, you can

A flutter of frills and laces
As light as the air that we breathe;
O'er ail most bewitching of faces;
An ankle, silk arched, underneath;
A chaperon wise In her duty,
A hammock, u nook and a moonBehold the American beauty.
The summer girl born with the

June.

make

creams

Key to the Pussier.
No. 328.
Incomplete Seutences: 1.
Supper, upper. 2. Dinner, inner. 3.
Four, our. 4. Seven, even. 6. Marches,

—
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well-buttered
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—
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—

shallow mold;

put

a

pound of XXX sugar over the fire with
half a cupful (one gill) of water; stir till
the sugar melts and then boil rapidly
without stirring; as soon as a bit hardens when dropped In water, add a tablespoonful of lemon juice, or half as much
vanilla if preferred, and pour over the
nuts.

GLACE

here

by

May

purU

y0u live

^

11 e0ld

P.

Clerk~
Hotel
bundle has come apart.

(suspiciously^-Y^

âTl

M y

Ι»"0 ,rom Λ·

fee?

gee

0ur

The E. A Strout Farm Agency,

happens."

So they hid In the tall grass until
they saw the farmer and his son comJimmy thought
ing across the Held.
that by this time there must be something in his trap. So he said to his father:
I "I'op, I've got something for you over
there In the grass. Go over ami get it"
! "What is it?" asked his father.
"Never mind; you go over and see for
I
yourself." said Jimmy, for he wanted
to surprise his father. Mr. Jones walked along through the grass, but he didn't
sec the trap until the toe of his shoe
struck It, and away he went heels over
head on his nose on the ground. He
scrambled to his feet, ns mad as he
could lie, and reached out and grabbed
Jimmy by the collar.
ι
"So' you hid an old box In the grass
I for me to stumble over and hurt myself, did you?" he cried angrily. "Well,
I'll teach you a little lesson that you

HILLS,

ISO

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr.,
Norway, Maine.

Optioian.

Jeweler and Graduate

"Largest in the World."

NASSAU STREET. NEW YORK.

LowestPricesiHOxfordCounty.

Opportunity

MORWAY, MAINE.

Save

-BUY

All Kind of Ma-

—

Revelation Shoes.
Patents in Blucher and Polibh

All other leathers

Β

Alley."

No. 334.—Two Word Squares: I.—1.
4.
3. Avert.
2. Raven.
Frame.
2.
II.—1. Irou.
5. Eater.
Merge.
Rope. 3. Opal. 4. Nell.
No. 335.—Hidden Authors: 1. Chaw,
sir—Chauc-er. 2. Shake, spear—Shakespeare.
Combinations: 1. Forbid.
No. 33d.
2. Outcry. 3. Overdraw.
—

WALNUTS.

PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD
linee.
but never follow· the use of Foley's
CHOCOLATE.
GINGER
and
It
the
Tar.
Honey
stop·
cough,
After you have made the fondant,
heal· and strengthens the lung· and
which is the base of most candy, form it
prevent· pneumonia. F. A. Shurttleff &
into tiny cones, sticking into each cone a
Co.
bit of preserved ginger. Dip the balls
"Now that your summer vacation is into melted chocolate one at a time and
oo waxed paper in a cool place.
over, I suppose the principal thing you'll lay
have to save money for U your girl's
V1NKGAB CANDY.
Christina· present.
Three cupfuls of white sugar, one and
Bend rick—Ο ! I'll have to buy two.
Stir the
one-half cupfuls of vinegar.
Chance—Ah! Two girls, eh, this year?
into the vinegar nntil thoroughly
sugar
two
hers
to
Bendick—No;
presents;
heat to a gentle boil and stew
I marriod her last dissolved;
me and mine to her.
unaovered until it ropes from the spoon.
week.
well-buttered
Turn out upon broad,
dishes to cool. As soon as you can
In every clime its colors are unfurled
handle it without burning jour fingers
It· fame has apread from sea to sea;
begin to pull it. It can be made beautiBe not aurprised if in the other world,
fully white.
Tou hear of Rocky Mountain Tea.
COCOANUT DROPS.
Sold by V. A. SI«urtlHT Λ Co.
Take the beaten whites of two eggs
Lawyer (trying to get at the facta)—I and stir in equal parts of dessicated coam not interested in the length of time it coanutand powdered augar until it forms
took you to uake the purchaae, I want a thick paste. Shape into balls and bake
to know what the considération was.
on buttered paper until a pale brown.
Witness—That's what I'm trying to
OBANDMA'S PEPPEBXINT STICKS.
tell you. There wasn't no consideration
Boll together three cnpfuls of granuat ull.
Not a bit. I made him the offor
lated sugar, one and ono-balf cupfuls of
on the spur of the moment.
water and a quarter of a teaspoonful of
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY tartario acid until, on trying in cold
It will almost crack, but if held a
Take Laxative Brotno Quinine Tablets, ί water,
moment can be rolled in a hard ball.
Druggists refund money if it fails to Do not stir, but pour in a buttered disli
cure.
E. W. Gkovk'b signature is on
tooool. As soon aa you can handle It
each box. 25c.
add one teaspoonful of extract of peppermint, and pull until white. Cut in
"Why were you praising your wife's sticks.
dog so highly to that man? I thought,
FRUIT BALLS.
you hated the dog?"
"I do. But the fellow may steal him
Take equal amounts of figs, dates and
if be thinks he'· valuable."
nnta and ohop them up finely or put
them through a meat chopper.
Make
Need a good cathartic? ▲ pill Is belt. them into a paste with the liquid from
Say a pill like DeWitt's Little Early reserved cherries or melted currant
Risers. About the moat reliable on the ally. Form Into balls
aad roll In

j

}»

Sold by F. A. Shurtlaff à Co. powdared «agar.—Is.

or

sons' Supplies.

$3.50.

Rècords,

They

are

worth 25

exchange plan.

cents each on my

A full line of Columbia Disc and
Cylinder Machines and Records.

$3.00.

Call and hear them talk.

I also carry

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases

A. W. WALKER & SON,

W. A. Porter,
SOUTH PARIS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Frothingham,

W. 0.

broken

vour

damaged Cylinder

LADIES

3000 feet first class iron piping,
from one to two inch. Will sell lor

South Paris.

10

per

MAINE.

Help Wanted.

For Sale.

less than wholesale cost.
R. L. CUMMINGS,
South Paris, Me.

cent,

Lady help wanted for steady employment, for further particulars in-

quire of

MASON MFG. CO.
South Paris, Maine.

ATTAR OF ROSES.

DANCING PROVES FATAL.
Many men and women catch cold at

How TLU Dtlicloua and ExpenalY·
Perfume 1· Made.
dances which terminate in pneumonia
and consumption. After exposure, if
The word "attar" Is from the Arab
will
it
Foley's Honey and Tar is taken
; "itr" and means perfume. So attar of
break up a cold and no serious results roses Is
simply perfume of roses. It 19
the
but
Refuse
be
feared.
need
any
from Turkey and the East Inbrought
A.
a
F.
in
yellow package.
genuine
dies in small vials aud Is very costly.
Shurtleff à Co.
Even on the spot where it Is manufacMiss Ascum—"And do you really ; tured it is extremely dear, because It
think it is possible for a man to love two requires 100,000 well grown roses to
girls at the same time?"
yield but 18'J graius of attar.
Mr. Galley—"Sure! Provided it isn't
Its high price causes It to be often
also at the same place."
adulterated with some essential or fix·
However,
Hero is our condensed opinion of the ! ed oil or with spermaceti.
Original Laxative Cough Syrup: "Nearly the adulteration may be detected by
all other cough syrups are constipating testing it in a watch glass with a drop
especially those containing opiates. 1 of sulphuric acid. If the attar be pure
Kennedy's Laxative (containing) Honey It will remain colorless, for pure attar
and Tar moves the bowels. Contains no
of roses Is colorless, but If It be adulopiates. Conforms to the National terated it will become darkened.
Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold by F.
In rose fields, where the roses are
A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
grown for the purpose of making the
He—When would you call a woman attar, the bushes are planted In rows.
old?
In the early uiarnlug they are laden
She—When she no longer takes any
with beautiful roses, but ere noon
in
clothes.
interest
He—Gracious! When she's that way loiuos they are all gathered and their
petals distilled In clay stills, with twice
site's dead.
their weight of water.
AND
DRUG
FOOD
PUKE
THE NEW
The water that "comes over" is put
LAW.
Into perfectly clean vessels and is then
We are pleased to announce that carefully covered with dump muslin
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds clothes to keep out dust and Insects. It
and lung troubles is not affected by the is afterward
exposed to the night air
National Pure Food and Drug Law as it or
to artilicial cold.
By morning a
contains no opiates or other harmful
film is swept off with a feather and
drugs, and we recommend it as a safe
remedy for children and adults.—P. A. very carefully transferred to α small
vial. Night after night tills process Is
Shurtleff à Co.
repeated until all of the precious oil Is
Daughter—Why is that paper called separated from the water.
"a brief," papa?
Judge—That is a little legal joke, my
BUSINESS SENSE.
child—because it is so dreadfully long.

The Most

Essential
Feature

j

'NAMC

ON

CVE*V

OF A

PIKCe"

jOWKEfS

Bonbons]

Chocolate

"that you will be

again soon."

glad

to have me call

''You do," replied Miss
"I do? What?"
"Presume."

Sbarpe.

Good for everything a salve is used for
and especially recommended for piles.
That is what we sav of DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve. On the market for years
and a standby in thousands of families.
Get QeWitt's. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
A Co.
He—So you doubt my sincyity when
I pay you compliments, do you?"
She—Yes.
He—And you doubt the complimenta,
alNo?

She—Ob,

THIS IS

no.

WORTH"REMEMBERING.

Aa no one is immune, every person
should remember that Foley's Kidney
Cure will cure any oaae of kidney or
the
bladder trouble that is not
reach of medicine. P. A. Shurtleff A Co.

beyond

Why shouldn't a man mortgage bis
house to buy an automobile? He oan't
go riding around in publio in bis residence.

A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
Piles. Druggists are authorized to re-

fund money if Paso Ointment fails to
cure

in 5 to 14

days.

50 cenU.

He (musingly)—Adam and Eve lost
Paradise, poor things!
She (raptnrously)-*But we found it,
didn't we, darling?

Taken as directed, it beoomes tbe
greatest ourative agent for the relief of
Buffering humanity ever devised. Suoh
is Hollister'a Rooky Mountain Tea. 35
Matt, Tea
A Co.

or

Tablets.

F. A. Shurtleff

you want a clear head. The old Idea
that a mass of material every which
way on the desk is α sign that a person
Is full or business Is pretty well outworn. Such α collection not only Indicates u lack of order, but also Is a sign
that nervousness may be expected from
the man in the chair. What with filing
cabinets aud other devices no excuse
can be offered nowadays for confusion.
"A well ordered desk means a well
ordered mind, a mind taking up one
thing at a time and giving it the proper
attention. It denotes regularity and
concentrated, effective effort." —New
York Press.

E»r Going Dotok Spelling.
In the good old days when the Dutch
were supreme In the administration of
the affairs of New Amsterdam everybody knew everybody else, and it mattered little how proper names were
spoiled. Modern lawyers and civil
service reformers would be shocked
ut the orthographical freedom of the
clerks of the burgomaster's court of
Here Is a sample case
those tl:i:os.
taken from the old Dutch records In
which the name of a plaintiff is spelled
five dWTurent ways:
In α case before the court in 1056
Jan "Ilaekin·;" is a complainant against
the in:<p.fctor of tobacco, who has certified to Jon "Iiocklns" that the tobacco was good. The Inspector says
in his defense that he inspected the
tobacco at t!io request of Jan "Haeckius" on June 20, and aforesaid "Hagins" kept the barrel of tobacco ontil
the 30th without finding ont that It waa
Then Jan "Haklna" has aom·bad.
tfalng else to aay 1* tba om·.

TYPEWRITER

first, last and all the time

Always Delicious—PureWholesome—Digestible
One Box will make
Λ Happy Hornet

is that it shall

be

an

Every Sealed Package guaranteed
Fresh and Full Weight
Fancy Boxn aad Banket» Ια txchiêtvt
deilgaa—for Oltts

THE

Underwood.

WALTER M. LOWNEY CO.
Chocolat··
BOSTON, MAM.

Mtken of Cocoa and

Eastern Steamship Company.

Your stomach churns and digests the A Well Ordered Dnk Mean· λ Well
food you eat and if foul, or torpid, or
Ordered Mind.
out of order, your whole system suffers
Portland Division.
"There's one piece of advice," said
from blood poison. Hollister's Rocky
to
"that
I'd
like
the
seuior
partner,
Mountain Tea keeps you well. 35 cents,
REDUCED BATE* :
α busiTea or Tablets. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff give every young man tuklug
a
desk
to
attached
with
ness
Fare
Portland to Boston $1.00
position
& Co.
...
it. It's this: Keep your desk clean. Stateroom
fl.OO
Effie—But papa, how do yon know What 1 mean by having a desk clean
steamMonday,
Sept.
17,
Commencing
are
us
tbe
stork
that
was
a
it
that
dipping.
busy
you
brought
U keeping everything possible off it
ers alternately leave Franklin Wbarf,
I
new
SCOTCH.
HUTTKR
dear,
my
OLD-FAB1IIONED
baby. Papa—Because,
except thnt which is related to the Portland, and India Wharf, Boston, |
bis bill.
In a porcelain-lined kettle put two just saw
matter in baud. I've observed In my daily, except Sunday, at 7 p. m.
cupfuls of brown sugar, half a cupful of
for Orino Unie u good many men in their offices,
the
secured
We
have
agency
butter, four tablespoonfuls of molasses,
Freight rates always ae low aa other]
laxative and I can say that with very few exStir Laxative Fruit Syrup, the new
lines.
two of water and two of vinegar.
the ceptions the real men of affulra are
the
liver
that
makes
purifies
lively,
well
this over the fire until the eugaris
breath, cures headache and regulates tho.se wiio are free from clutter.
All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
dissolved, then boil without stirring the
"With η lot of papers In front of you steamers of this Company, is insured
digestive organs. Cures chronio
until it hardens when dropped in cola
it.
F.
A.
about
us
Ask
It's almost α certainty that some hour against Are and marine risk.
water. Tour into buttered pans to cool. constipation.
A Co.
in the day you're going to be flustered,
When almost firm mark off into squares, Shurtleff
General Agent, I
J. F. LISCOMB,
and when cold break up through the
"I presume," said the conceited fellow, and very likely It will be Just when
Me.
Franklin

Κ

No. 383.-Son# Title: "Sally Ib Our

■arket

ujw

!

smell the o'.incli of fresh celery with
which the trap wan baited, and lie was
just dying to make a meal of It
"It's a trap net to catch you by Jimmy Joues, the farmer's sou. Jimmy's
father likes rabbit meat, and Jliumy
wants to please him. «ο he thought
he would ; et us In his trap and give
But instead of
us to his father to eat.
getting in we will wait out here until
the farmer comes along and see what

Put half a cupful of boiling water into
your saucepan. Add a cupful of sugar
and a few grains of cream of tartar,
liave the fire hot, but do not stir until
Remove
after the boiling has begun.
from the fire as soon as there le the least
sign of a faint yellow tinge to the syrup,
then place them on oiled paper. Stand
the syrup in a pan of hot water while

Β

Β

at a very small expense.

Brazil nuts, hickory nuts,
Cut
English walnuts and blanched almonds
into strip* with a sharp knife, adding
shredded dates, figs, orange peel and
citron; put all these well mixed into a

err—advertiser.
No. 330.—Progressive Enigma: Mary,
Infirm—Infirmary.
No. 331.—Additions: 1. Chest, a, e—
escheat. 2. Zeal, a, a—azalea. 3. Mace,
B, h—sachem. 4. Malt, d, u—Talmud.
6. Goat, a, r—
6. Fete, f, e—effete.
ragout. 7. Tacit, s, c—tactics.
Να 332.—Shield Puzzle:
—

peppermint

eouie

arches.
No. 329.--Charade: Add, vert, eyes,

β

chocolate-covered
NOUGAT.

--

—

impossible

copf"]»

not receiving sufficient consideration,
said, "Perhaps you are not aware that

A

IJ}n*| !*,
good

as

tonio.Mayj^
«»»·
ϊ?βί K*«.
^odo1
A. ShurtleffACo.
fler and a

payment required.

If you desire to purchase real estate,
We have for sale
write or call on us.
in Oxford
some of the bent farms

County.

so.

to make this satisfactorily unless the real New Orleans molasses can be secured. Boil two
of this with two of sugar, butter eiziι of
an egg and two tablespoonfuls of vinegar,
until it hardene when dropped in cold
the
tire,
water; then remove from
flavor and stir in one level teaspoonful
This may be stirred
of baking soda
fnll of walnuts or peanuts, or turned out
to cool in thin sheets, or may be pulled

Cheerful Courtesy.

—

casionally

jj and hearty
little oc-

FREE listing blanks. No ad-

vance

tainly.

M0LA88ES CANDY.

A very self Important man entered
the office of a busy lawyer. The latter,
being engaged for the moment, glauced
α
up and said: "(Jood morning! Take
chair." The visitor, thinking he was

D

months I
In

JV. h.

IF YOU want a quick cash
•ale for your countrj property, write for our Improved

HE PiTCIIKl) INTO JIMMY.

ΚϊΛΐΐΛ'-'

It is

What coat is
tons and put on
Why does an
silence on the
makes him hold

back to roy
three months I was
I still
ft8 I ever was
went

ÏÏÏ..1»."Β®Ϊ?|Κ
rMw^ooid, ««jyt

snail.

C. C. DEARBORN,

Bankrupt's

peacocks

«

taking it and in

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

BBRIiIN ANS OORHAM,

lournaL Terms. j|S>
^lentlBc
IL Sold by all new »d ealers.

will never forget."
ι
And with that he pitched Into Jimmy
and gave him such a lambasting that
he will never forget as long as ho llve-i
Pure Food and to tell the tale.
And all the time the rabbit famlly
and snickered
j sat over In the tall grass
as they thought what a terrible fate
walnuts·
Jones—I say, old man, can you keep a
had escaped and how sorry little
Another wholesome filling for dates is secret? Well, Smiggins told me in con- they
must feel that he had ever tried
made by mixing thoroughly a pound of fidence that— Smith—Hold on! Canyon Jimmy
a meal for his
confectioner's sugar with the white of keep a secret? Jones—I? Why, yes; cer- j to catch them to moke
Tribune.
father.—Chicago
one egg and an equal quantity of water.
better
do
Smith—Then you'd

Me.

Good \\ork«*r, double or single,
tears nothing but a whip, perfectly
kind and s tfe, will be sold at a low
price as 1 wish to winter no horse.
Will take part
Pri^e one hut:dred.
wood
or ha ν or both.
in
pay

Steam

844.—BmrM Poets.
Stockholm espionage is

At

on

JZ^ssrsSZ

ting.
3. He is not wayward.
4. The hungry crab began to eat the
twenty-

Norway,

If In want of any klml of tflnlnh for Inalile or
Ptne Lum
Oulahle work, nen·! In jour orter·
brr and 3hln<lee on hanù heap tor Cash.

keep· fire

arc seen.

No.

1.

gold In «eorgi»

s&sSHssr*

dreaded

clcrk
A timid
fired one night
His
And shot a
picture
white.
Of a Mower with

No

the

kept

•

culatlon of any
year: four month»,

ri^I

delicious variation is made by
ing a pound of sweet chocolate in a tightly covered bowl set over a teakettle of hotel window,
boiling water; when melted, rem0™>
and when half cold, stir thick with
chopped nuts; dip out with a teaspoon
into nut-shaped pieces, dropping on
waxed paper. Fruits such as figs and
raisios or candied fruits may be used
instead of nuts, when the mixture 'boula
be molded In greased pans an inch thick
and cut into squares or bare.
A very healthful sweet is made by
stuffing dates, from which the seeds havo there is nothine
been removed, with bits of either of th
0®
above mixtures. They may also
etuffed with roasted, but not aalted, al- Λ Co.
or
English
mond·, or with fresh peanuts
melt-

acorn,

No.

in South Paris.
Door Frames. For Sale

Have

apri-

342^-Double BlddltsMN·,

nut In nut;
In depot, not In hut;
In building, not In inn;
In copper, not In tin;
In shark, not In eel.
Whole names two reptiles

Lot

fee this l»ne.
attended to.

goods.

for twaatjr yaara.
usine It la ·Α

•rtttaeaaly. $1.00 Sise Soldln» 254 ttinaa the Ml
aba. which sella lor SO carta.
ι bf ι. α oewiTT * οα. oMioAQa

Cut a quantity of candied fruits into
shrede or strips; cherries, citron,
cots and peaches make a good combination. Put one pound of XXX sugar into
a saucepan and add water, a teaspoonful
at a time, until it makes as firm a dough
as cau be stirred with a spoon; set this
within another pan of boiling water until
it melts down into a thin, milky liquid,
stir thick with the minced fruits and dip
out into a buttered pan an inch thick,
when firm, cut into bars or squares. It
maybe flavored with lemon juice or

S Ε M—Six pronouns.

Wherever they

BONDS FOR SALE.

strength, :

FRUIT CREAM.

SIMON STAHL,

A handsomely illustrated weekly.

"Τ1Ά£ %Τ" S

auv

quantity desired.

For Price and Particulars address,

Scientific American.
£*·*··*

New York.

peanuts.

843.—Substituted Word·.
Fill the first blank with a word of
The best of six letters and change only the vowels
f Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No o!d to fill the other blanks.

Sour

No appétit·, loss ot

"jough

5ALÊ

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.

Anrone «endlni a sketch an d deecrl
J
quickly ascertain our opinion free wh*hwa·
Γητβηΐΐηη {· pri.bably P^enUbl^C^munlca.
Hon» strictly confidential.

wereandliTworyd

"r

In any

OCSMN·
Copy we ht· Ac.

'rTf

Dont touc
powderand enuffe, for t y conta,n coco»ine.
tl β MCretlons
Ely's Cream Balmreleases the
^
that Inflame the ""*·**
"remedies"
throat, whereas
,™ „erelv drive them
made with mereury
thgD vou

ren

rree.

Maine.

-

-

WOOD ASHES FOR

•ent free. Oldest ^ncy ior swrm» palanU.
Patents taken tBrough Mann m Co. reoetye
tpteial notice, without charge, In the

Street,
Two cupfule of white sugar, butter
size of an egg, one cupful of water, a
teaspoonful of lemon juice; when it .Ubout
hardens in cold water remove from the
bow did you ever stand
fire and flavor with a teaspoonful of
"Oh. .11
to
vanilla; as soou as cool
*"· "a'do",e ih"eook'
handle, flour the hands and pull, btretch
at last into very thin, ribbon-like strips.
log."
Before pulling it may be poured very
thinly into buttered pane over chopped

No. 341—1Ί.
1. Β A A V A C U Ν A II—A country
and Its capital.
2. Β I A L L Ο Μ Ν—A wUd and a
domestic animal.
3. D 1 it L Γ Ε 1» Κ Η A U Β Ν ΡThree colors.
4. LEO CPBLUAWTU8R ΡΕ A C—Four dishes.
5. Τ U S Ε H H Τ Ε Ε Υ I U U T-

South Paris, Maine.

A

CRACKLE.

2. A mountain
To earn by service.
system in Siberia. 3. Brief aud pithy.
4. A fiery mountain. 5. Pertaining to
Europe. 0. Circular. 7. The god of
the sea. 8. A Trojan champion. 9. A
deep blue color. 10. That which lades
11.
or constitutes a load or cargo.

A. W. Walker & Son's,

Norway.

Stomach

340.—Doable Acrostic.
My primais and my finale each name
a battle fought lu the United States.
Crosswords (of unequal length): 1.

In

000V0 ""?·»

;

once.

aize of small egg, one tablespoonful of
vinegar: boil until, when dropped in
water, it is of a tough, putty-like consistency. This gives the tough variety
of caramel so much liked by children.

No.

Ko.

°n

4«L2SS*·

Two cupfule of white sugar, one of
water, half a cupful of chocolate, butter

No. 838^Ckand«.
My pih.st la at the end of day;
My second's a commun little word;
My last is what all sailors dreadi
My whole's a sweetly singing bird.

Coal at

_______

-«SSPS. P*

CHOCOLATE CARAMELS.

Melted rock.

Cord Wood,

«orders and

crtolcing' tir'

Soutb. Pari·,

Patents

Cure,

Co.,

Billing· Blook,

EXPERIENCE

pan containing half a pint of chopped
nute·
ν
„ure nothing else will shatter κ.
A
For plain panoche, make as above and
omit the chocolate; for maple panoche,
substitute maple sugar for the light
Catarrh. Get
brown and omit chocolate.
catarrh

a

are

Vridnev

W. J*. Wheeler db

60 YEAH·'

when'» friend

ϊ^τλϊ,ϊ:·'.»·!

^
tbjck

ι

1

r

"SWf-*aftS,

SSS

Paroid

the medicine we use for cold· or stomach
troubles. It is a great remedy for dyspep·
sia. 1 feel I can't say enough in its praise
Yours truly, Mrs. Clara A. Locks.
things when he was quite a young
Don't let sickness get the best of you,
follow.
Take the True "L. F." Atwood's Med,
"Don't go near It," be said to bis icine
to-day and you'll soon begin to gain,
family.
so you can eat and enjoy your food.
I|
"What Is It?" asked Charlie Rabbit, will then build
you in strength and flesh.
he
could
BmiHng arouud the sides, for
Colored Postal Cards. GO subject·.
Γ,

RnbertO. Burke, Elnera, 1H. *·.

chocolate evolved an even more delicious
bonbon. Not every one can make It suca Of my
cessfully. Too long boiling
sugary consistency that is not désirable. given up hope of
Put over the fire in a granite saucepan recommended Foley ·
two cupfule of light brown sugar and
one of rich milk with butter the eize of
four tablespoonfuls of
a walnut, and
grated chocolare; boll slowly and stir
constantly until a little, transferred to Sburtleff & Co.
a tea
ice water, hardens instantly ;
••We do all OU' *wn
spoonful of vanilla, beat until M
can be poured and spread over a buttered

Stomach Troubles

catch them.
Charlie Rabbit didn't know what It
was, bat Papa Rabbit did, for be bad
lost a first cousin through one of the

::^in««rt»t,they

It

The

Tbe Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Preecott and The Lauter Player Piano
are all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
morey as they can be sold for the quality of the instrument. Also I have
ReiiriclJ Corner, Me., Mar.i$,'o4
When the rabbit family strolled Dcir Sirs:
medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand. Prices
several
Good
through the Held one day they came
We have used your "L. F." Bitten
terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in
low,
across a trap that had been set to ία our
family for over 20 yean, h it aO the best
pianos that are on the market.
Mamma Rabbit and little

removed^

PoKTLAXD, MS.

we Use for
COLDS AND..

£,?££*·» «jS; fts$£ Rabbit Trap Worked

ay.aas'

III DM M VIAM.
If worms are present they will be expelled. If no worms exiat
this wonderful medicine acts gently, yet positively, in toning
health.
up the whole system to rugged

^PIANOS.^

Only Medicine

The

ΑθΙπ?%1 Story Fop
Utile FolKa
HOW the

MM-S-^esss

aae^c·· p«"it.

>·.

Λο

The usual order of things bas been rethe »tom*ch
versed, and Instead of Strephon provid- ance, pute
ing himself with a box oi ohooo ates
when he makes his call on Chloe, U »
Strephon who leaves laden with sweets.
The college girl is not more proud of
'
her Latin thesis or her mechanical drawing than of her skill in making delicious
candies, and mothers have discovered
"They are distant relatives.
inthat the homemade article may
while
a
with
in
almost
dulged
impunity,
reckless consumption of the dainty con- are about
#10,000,000
fections of commerce leads to a visit
from the doctor for Johnny or Sue.
curkd of BBIGHT'S DISEASE.

No.

DR. TRIO ELIXIR

K'Î'Ç'îïït tti

ThebMt

Don't make the mistake
of

writer will

spirit

A. H. HANSCOM, G. P.
Mass.

Dr. Austin

and Τ.

get

Α., |

Tenney,

of

any visible

do—get

the

wanting the

best and then

Wbarf, Portland,

Boston,

thinking

the

UNDERWOOD.

OouLlist.

Will be at Elm

House, Norway, |

Hours 9 A. m.
Tuesd y, Oct. 23d.
to 8 p. m.
All glares warranted.

At Hotel,
Nov. 7th.

Fryeburg, Wednesday,

|

CAOTIOHT.

My wife, Sarah E. Storer, havlnjr left <ne|

without lust came, I hereby forbid all persona
trusting her on my account. I shall not pay any
of her bills after this date.
Hiram, Maine. Oct Stat. 1906.
AUSTIN STORER.
NOTICE.
In tbe District Court of the Cnlted State·
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

for the

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
76

Exchange Street, Portland,

Maine.

|

In tbe matter of
)
JOHN M BLAKE.
] In Bankruptcy. |
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
John
M. Blake, la |
To the creditors of
the County of Oxford and district aforcaald :
that
on
ilvea
the 10th day of
ta
Notice
hereby
November, Α. D. i906, tbe said John M. Blake
«ras duly abjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of hW cre lltore will be Isold at the office
of the Beforee, No. 8 Market Squat e, South Parts,
on the 28th day of Nov., A. D. 1908, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which Ume the said η editors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and tranaact
such other boMneaa aa may properly come before *ald meetlag.
South Pails, Nov. IS. 1906.
WALTER L. GRAY,
ta Baakruptcy. I

Always Remember

the M Name

LssSï® tes Qdnine
Cares a CoW in One Day, Crip in Two.

é«Ji~«-«·«,

M

